Weather
Mostly fair today and Wednesday with warmer days. Temperatures should reach a high in the
mid 70’s today and a low in the
mid 50’s tonight. Strong north,
west winds will continue today
with speeds from 20 to 30 m.p.h.
’Ninth will diminish tomorrow.
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Willis leaves
fairness seat;
’lack of time’

No evidence of dorm porno,
according to campus probe
President John Bunzel, in a
statement released Friday, said no
evidence has been found to substantiate
any of the Spartan Daily’s allegations
of pornographic films being made in
campus dormitories.
Bunzel, in his statement, said the
investigation, which involved the
University Police, the University
Housing Office, representatives of the
San Jose Police Department and the
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office and
interviews with about 400 students,
"has produced no corroborating
evidence to substantiate any of the
allegations in the story," written by
Spartan Daily reporter Louise Ransil.
Bunzel also said the University Police
had interviewed campus personnel
including those connected with film
equipment, maintenance staffs and
faculty.
Investigation unproductive
"Throughout the countless hours of
investigation we have not found one
person who has either witnessed or
participated in the making of any of the
alleged 200 films," Bunzel said.
He continued, "Nor have we found
anyone who has seen a pornographic

movie supposedly made on campus.
Sellers and distributors of pornographic films in San Jose report that
they know of no films supposedly made
on this campus being offered for sale.
"The University’s investigation has
failed to substantiate the truth of the
allegations," he said. "Not one shred of
solid evidence has been found."
Spartan Daily Editor Steve Wright
commented, "The Spartan Daily stands
behind the story and no evidence has
been presented that disproves it.
"The investigation took place after
the story broke," he said. "That makes
it after the fact."
Misconceptions clarified
Wright said that nowhere in the story
did it say the films are distributed in
this area.
"The supposed director said most of
the films ended up in Los Angeles or
back East," he said.
"The story didn’t say all 200 were
filmed in the dormitories, which has
become a major misconception,"
Wright said.
John McLain, a spokesman for
Bunzel, said Monday, "We haven’t
proved or disproved it yet."

McLain said the active investigation
has ended. He said the university would
begin investigating only "if a rumor
pops up."
McLain said there is no reason for
any of the people interviewed to admit
involvement in the filming.
lie test considered
Steven Schlosser, attorney for
Ransil, said Monday he has thought of
giving Ransil a lie detector test, to
substantiate both the story and Ransil
quotes of Alfred Fabris, deputy district
attorney, "but I have rejected it for the
moment because we’re damned if we do
and damned if we don’t.
"If she passes," he said, "the District
Attorney might bring her before the
grand jury. If she doesn’t pass, it hurts
her credibility iii the future."
Fabris, in an April 15 letter to the
Spartan Daily, denied ever talking to
Ransil in person or over the phone.

Dr. James Willis, Economics
Department chairman, has resigned
his Academic Fairness Conunittee
IAFCI seat, but said his resignation
had nothing to do with the controversy
following his appointment to the
committee.
"I just don’t have an adequate
amount of time," Willis said, adding he
had missed several meetings because
of other obligations. Willis resigned in a
letter to Academic Senate Chairwoman
Mary Bowman just prior to spring
vacation.

0:0

The AFC investigates complaints of
students on unfair grading practices by
instructors. If it finds the complaint is
justified, it can recommend to the
academic vice president that grades be
adjusted.

Because Fabris is on vacation until
May 2, the Spartan Daily has been
unable to find out whether or not he will
take a lie detector test.
(The administration’s press release
is printed in full on page 2.)

Barry Allen

Andy Cilley puts on his Dracula look to solicit donors for blood drive.
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A.S. candidates debate draws
five people at Markham Hall
By Tom Tait and Fred Clements
Only five students not connected with
A.S. elections attended the second of
three scheduled dorm debates Thursday night at Markham Hall.
"We’ve got to get more students here.
This is a joke," A.S. upper division
council candidate Nathan Orlando
Price commented.
Most of the candidates in attendance
repeated previously stated positions,
but attorney general candidate Robert
Crawford-Drobot took the opportunity
to blast incumbent Attorney General
Perry Litchfield.
"I have been bewildered by the fact
that the man is being paid for the work
he is doing," Crawford-Drobot charged.
Work doubted
Crawford-Drobot said he doubted the
amount of work Litchfield has said he
has done for student rights.
He said the $125 Litchfield recieves
per month was a "wasted salary" and
that Litchfield has not helped students
with cases before the academic fairness committee.
The academic fairness committee
rules on student complaints about
grades.
Crawford-Drobot said he has
the
Speecharranged
with
Communications Department for
students to receive academic credit for
serving as attorney general, instead of
being paid.
Litchfield later called CrawfordDrobot’s charges false. "He has no
facts to back them up," he said.
I.itchfield said students must
represent themselves before the
academic fairness committee. He said
he helps them write out their cases and
sends them to the ombudsman. Litchfield says he has documentation of at
least ten students he has helped this
year.
He called the $125 per month salary
justified because he works 30-40 hours
per week.

three hours to persuade three people to
vote for him, refering to the low attendance.
Fuentes, who also did not attend, said
earlier, "It’s good to have one in the
dorms with two others someplace else,
but to have to sit through three debates
for the same people is a waste of time."
McGraw attacked
Following five minute presentations
by the candidates, Driver attached
McGraw’s proposal to restructure the
method of electing A.S. Council
members in the only part of the evening
that resembled an actual debate.
He said that the proposal of electing
council members at large would lock
minorities "into a minority position"
because minorities are only dominant
in two or three departments.
McGraw agreed. She said, "I understand minorities may suffer from
this," and added, "we haven’t ironed
out all points but it is better than what
we have."
YSAs candidate Simental reviewed
his platform and emphasized his
conviction that ROTC and police be

removed from campus.
Shnental said, "We have to win the
struggles and we feel that Associated
Students of San Jose State University
should lead the way."

Blood drive in the red
In an effort to perk up some enthusiasm for the Arnold Air
Society’s blood drive, Andy Cilley
donned his best Dracula garb to pass
out pamphlets, solicit some
volunteers and offer encouragement
to the donors.
Despite his effort, only 150 pints
were expected to be gathered
yesterday, according to Bruce
Young, the drive’s chairperson. The

’Not debated’
Bertolero explained his absence by
saying, "They’re not actual debates.
They’re fairly useless."
He said he didn’t think it was worth

student group’s goal for the two-day
drive, which continues through
today, is 500 pints.
Cilley, an electrical engineering
junior, is the advertising chief for
the drive, which is headquartered in
the Loma Prieta Room of the
Student Union.
All of the donations gathered are
for use by the American Red Cross.

AFC Chairman Robert CrawfordDrobot objected to Willis’ appointment
to the committee earlier this semester,
charging the AFC’s "aura of impartiality" would be threatened by
Willis "reputation." He sent Willis a
letter suggesting he "reconsider" his
appointment.
Willis’ appointment to the AFC was
also opposed by the Economics
Students Association.
Willis has been a key figure in controversies surrounding the Economics
Department in recent years. He is
named as a defendant in lawsuits
charging that economics faculty
members were denied tenure or not
retained for political reasons.
Willis said department business plus
work he is doing on two books doesn’t
leave him enough time to participate in
AFC affairs.
"I’ve never taken any job I knew I
didn’t have the time to finish," Willis
said.

Mixed reaction expressed

Downtown farmer’s market proposed
By Larry Bobiles
Low-cost fruits and vegatables would
only be a short walk from campus if a
proposed downtown farmer’s market
comes about.
The market is proposed by a committee made of farmers, representatives from the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce and other community
groups.
In addition to offering fresh fruits and
vegetables below supermarket prices,
the market would also feature instruction and advice on nutrition,

committee member Gar2, West, an
SJSU business administration senior
said.
Input desire
While business and consumer interests are represented on the committee, input from all segments of the
community, including students are
desired, committee member Lee Jones
said.
The committee wants a community
market that fills needs "without
neglecting or exploiting" concerns of
others, Jones continued.

Among the proposed sites for the
market are the Paseo de San Antonio
mall or the parking lot between the
Paseo’s water fountain and SJSU,
planners say.

other items that his store carries.
Good effect
Generally, merchants interviewed
agreed the market would have a good
affect on their business.

The market could also become a focal
point for cultural or community activities, planners say. They are also
hopeful the market will have a
"catalystic" effect on slumping
downtown retail business.

"Anything that brings people
downtown has a positive reaction on all
your businesses," said Russ Johnson,
manager of a First Street shoe store.

"I think our downtown needs a lot of
help," said Jack Dustheimer of the San
Jose Chamber of Chamber and committee member.
The farmer’s market "would put
something down there that is unique,
something people couldn’t get at
Eastridge, Valley Fair or other
shopping centers," he continued.
Jones, of the Nor-Cal Public Interest
Group which is coordinating the
committee’s efforts, agreed.
"Maybe by making downtown a
different kind of retail economy you
might bring more people into the area,"
he said.
Interest shown
The state department of consumer
affairs has expressed interest in the
proposal and dispatched a representative last week to meet with
organizers, Jones said.
"Our impression is that the state is
very interested in what’s going on," he
said, pointing out the San Jose proposal
might become a model for other farmer’s markets in the state.
State officials could not be reached
for comment.

Students judge
"I’m making less than a dollar an
hour. I’ll let students judge whether
that’s fair or not," Litchfield said.
Three of the six presidential candidates, running in the April 28-29 AS.
elections, attended.
Dennis Driver, Aliance for a New
Democracy (AND); Trish McGraw, the
McGraw Ticket and Fernando
Simental, Young Socialists Alliance
Slate ( YSAS) discussed their platforms.
Art Bertolero, the Independent
Ticket, James Ferguson, Student
Independent Party (SIP) and Maria
Fuentes, Third World Progressive
Coalition ( TWPC ) did not attend.
Ferguson showed up but left because,
"the format and organization was very
inefficient and didn’t promote the
seriousness that we are trying ti
promote in this campaign."

Notice
"Creek
traditional
SJSUi
Week’’ has been changed to
"Spartan Week" and includes fun
and games through Thursday.
The events are open to all members rf the campus community
for participation or lust viewing.
See story on Page 8 for more details.

Reactions of downtown merchants
interviewed was generally favorable to
the farmer’s market.
"It would help draw people into a
dying downtown area, and anything
that does that I’m in favor of," said
Dale Walden, manager of a First Street
pastry shop.
Vern Busby, manager of a downtown
photography store, thinks the idea
would be good, "if you could just find a
place to park. That’s the whole damn
thing."

Krazy George peps up SJSU bed racers
"Krazy George," official starter for the Spartan Week bed race, peps up participants. See story page 8.

Owners of two downtown restaurants
said they support the idea because it
would give them another place to buy
their produce, perhaps at lower prices
than what they pay now.
R. Safdie, owner of a downtown
import shop, supports the idea only if
foods are soldnot clothes, gifts or

Reactions from students was also
generally favorable.
"I think it’s a great idea," said
medical technology junior Linda
Maddock. Maddock lives on Eigth
Street. In addition to saving money at
the farmer’s market, "I like it better
than going to a supermarket."
"I’m from Mountain View but I’d
drive down to buy fresh vegetables
here," said Stephanie Bolzowski, a
biological science junior.
Reactions from spokespersons of two
area supermarkets were mixed.
Dave LaGrone, manager of Lucky’s
supermarket on Santa Clara Street,
said he wouldn’t expect the market to
affect his business because "it would be
a different kind of market.
"If they sold meats or anything else
we carry, it might affect our business,"
he said.
Competition needed
Anna Todd, an assistant manager at
Fry’s Story Road store, thinks the
market is a good idea because "you
have to have competition." But, if the
market takes their customers away,
the store "will have to fight back
somehow," she said.
Steve Sereda, corrdinator of the
proposed A.S. food co-op, said of the
proposed market, "It sounds good. I
wish them all the luck in the world."
Unlike the proposed A.S. food co-op.
consumers would buy their produce
directly from farmers and would not
pay a membership fee.
The food co-op would pool members’
money to buy produce, then re-sell it at
cost plus seven per cent.
The three-week old farmer’s market
committee has drafted a statement of
philosophy and preliminary articles of
incorporation. The market would be
operated by a private, non-profit
corporation, Jones said.
The committee will meet at 8 a.m.
April 29 in the Civic Auditorium’s Dunn
Hall, 145 W. San Carlos Street. The
public is invited.
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YSA wants action
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More power for A.S. gov’t.

Bunzel maintains evidence
lacking to verify porn story
A statement by San Jose State
University President John H. Bunzel,
April 23, 1976
The thorough investigation of the
alleged making of more than 200 pornographic films on the San Jose State
University campus and, specifically, in
the residence halls, has produced no
corroborating evidence to substantiate
any of the allegations in the story which
appeared originally in the campus
newspaper oil April 6.
The investigation has involved the
University Police, The University
Housing Office, and representatives of
the San Jose Police Department and the
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office.
Throughout the investigation the
District Attorney’s Office has been
consulted and informed.
Campus investigations by the entire

residence hall staff of 36 persons have
apincluded discussions
with
proximately 300 students. All possible
leads have been checked and given to
the University Police. The University
Police have interviewed personnel
connected with film equipment,
maintenance staffs, faculty and approximately 100 students, including
students who have graduated.
In addition, city and county police
agencies conducted their investigations
off campus, interviewing film buyers,
distributors and, since they were mentioned in the original story, prostitutes.
Throughout the countless hours of investigation we have not found one
person who has either witnessed or
participated ill the making of any of the
alleged 200 films. Nor have we found
anyone who has seen a pornographic

movie supposedly made on the campus.
Sellers and distributors of pornographic films in San Jose report that
they know of no films supposedly made
on this campus being offered for sale.
Further, neither the reporter’s notes
nor any of her sources have been
available for any investigator to check.
The reporter has refused to reveal any
information. In light of the California
Evidence Code, S. 1070 (’Shield Law"),
resort to judicial process to compel disclosure by the reporter would be
unavailing.
The University’s investigation has
failed to substantiate the truth of the
allegations. Not one shred of solid
evidence has been found.
The University will continue its investigation in the hope that the alleged
events can be shown not to have occurred.

Sell pot in pub...

AND slate is involved
After seeing, hearing, and speaking
no evil ... DNA proposes a 100-member
marching kazoo band of jocko’s who
will hitchike to the games. DNA
proposes an on-campus office for
Chancellor Dunipke, who will then be
replaced by Joh’ i Rico. DNA proposes a
new office building for Dr. Btunsel, who
will then be replaced by a Marxist
’,gime.
DNA proposes an A.S. sponsored
flair at the Pussycat Theater for the
nreinier showing of the newest dorm
nom flicks. DNA proposes the cloning
administrators as an answer to high
miministrative costs.
DNA proposes a swimming pool to be
placed 011 the upper pad of the Student
Union. DNA proposes a new Candlestick Park on Seventh and San
Carlos streets.
DNA proposes a nuclear power plant
to be built on the space previously
designated for the new library. DNA
proposes that all council meetings be
held in rest rooms and the minutes be
engraved on the walls.
DNA "proposes to restructure
student council, the supreme legislative
and fiscal body of the Associated
Students." DNA proposes that any and

all students asking questions should be
arrested by armed campus police cm
the spot.
DNA proposes that Howard Cosell
replace Darryl Rogers as head football
coach at SJSU. DNA proposes that
TITle IV be replaced with Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.
DNA proposes the Willis Memo be
used as the freshperson guide to
campus life. DNA proposes ... the sale
of marijuana to replace Coors in the
pub, the campus campaign expense
ceiling be raised to $10,000, all water
fountains on campus to being dispensing coca cola, placement of bars on all
dorm windows, free gasoline vouchers
for commuters, and filet mignon every
Wednesday night.
We remind you that DNA spelled
backwards is A.N.D.
AND ask you...
Are you among the 1,000 students who
heard Toni Hayden ( Democratic
candidate U.S. Senate’ speak in the
Student Union last March? Are you
among the hundreds of students who
heard Jane Fonda publicly endorse
AND?
Are you among the students who have
already signed up for the student -

community food co-op?
Are you among the students who have
signed the local control petition
regarding the arming of campus
security police?
Are you one of the students involved
in the Vector Project )student involvement in alcoholic recovery
programs)?
Are you among the students who are
involved in the Residence Hall
Activities Council ( RHAC) and their cosponsorship with AND of the New
Games festivities for International
Workers Day ( May 1, Williams St.
Park)?
If you are one of these students, then
you know that AND includes you. What
we are trying to say is that words are
good, but action is better.
AND proposes: That if elected, we
will serve for last year’s salary and will
not accept the proposed salary increase. This action will save the
Associated Students nearly $1,000.
Dennis Driver
Candidate for A.S. President
John (Jay) Abbott
Candidate for A.S. Vice President
Candi Machado
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer

Student involvement heads
list of SIP gov’t. reforms
The Student Independent Party SIP
urges your most serious consideration
of a unique form of student government. The SIP offers to more students
than ever before, an opportunity to
make a serious commitment to improving their education and lives as
students of this university.
I ur platform is broad-based to inject
representation in student government
to effect total student community involvement and participation in the
decision making processes that affect
our daily lives both academically and
socially as students at this university.
SIP concentrates on all issues that
involve the interests of all students,
because we as candidates collie from
the ranks of concerned students, not
from past administrations who place
tiwir ambitions and interests ahead of
these of students. We reflect students
who want to be assured that the
representation that they elect is effective in promoting their interest and
resolving the issues that affect them.
What we ask for is a sincere effort
I your vote by those students who feel
things could be better i but aren’t t and

Concerning
the election
i lic Spartan Daily prints all six
mato slates today to give
udents an idea where each side
stands on the issues. The positions
were written by the candidates
t hen iselves.
The placement of the articles on
this page were determined by a coin
flip and were edited for length.
The elections will be tomorrow
and Thursday. A runoff, if
,iecessary, will be May Sand 6. Our
current policy will also apply if that
dection becomes necessary

are fed up because they feel nothing is
being done, or they feel nothing can be
done. The solution to past shortcomings
is the SIP
which would eliminate the
poor and ineffective leadership that has
resulted in alienation, lack of trust, lack
of sensitivity to the needs of all students
at this university, and the divisiveness
of students evidenced by the number
of executive slates in this campaign.
Our platform does away with this
division and serves to unite students in
quest of one common goal ... quality
education.
SIP politically means Student
Independent
Party,
but
demographically it means Student
Involvement and Participation, based
on the acquisition of researched facts
and student input on the issues we all
face as students. It is that ingredient
that acts as our catalyst to better relationships among and between students,
faculty, and community while increasing the value and quality of
education that this university offers.
So much has been promised in the
past about what will be done. We pursue
achievement and implementation, not
by words, but by positive action. How
can the other candidates claim to be
representative of the student body as a
whole when they lack the complete
comprehension of student sensitivities
and the facts and research to resolve
the variety of issues that reflect the
diverse population and interests of
27,000 Associated Students?
We have initiated steps toward not
only being representative of students’
interest in a political sense, but
assuring quality education in an
academic sense. But we need your vote
to accomplish the goals we as student
leaders have set forth. For once your
vote is going to count, in that it will help
you.
The SIP ticket is independent in the
sense that we are independent from all
other past and present administrations
of Associated Student Governments
who haven’t been representative in a

conscientious manner of all 27,000
students who make up the Associated
Student Body on this campus. We are
not independent from the students as
some would like to imply; we are the
students.
James Ferguson
Candidate for A.S. President
Jeff Brown
Candidate for A.S. Vice President
P.J. Wade
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer

Any discussion of what student
government should do must take into
account one basic fact: the A.S.
government is virtually powerless. The
A.S. government -- the only
representation SJSU students have is
able to pass resolutions, place people on
committees, and recommend to the
administration how student money is
and virtually nothing else.
spent
In fact, students, faculty and staff
the people whose lives are affected by
have no say over
how SJSU is run
what happens here. Despite student
opinion, Coors Beer is sold in the
"student" Pub. Economics faculty are
purged at the administration’s whim.
The administration drags its feet on
affirmative action in hiring and
promotion for women and minorities.
Most incredibly, even the decisions
on who can run in student elections
( witness the case of Mark Owens,
TWPC vice presidential candidate) are
made by the administration.
This is why SJSU students need a

Recent proposals to change the
representation for A.S. government
ignore the question of how to deal with
these problems. The real question
facing students is not whether we vote
by school or at-large. It is how we are
going to fight for our rights, how to stop
cutbacks, how to meet the needs of
minority students, of women. It is how
students, faculty and staff will establish
our right to control this university, to
make it a center in the struggles for
social change.
Only the Young Socialist Alliance
( YSA ) takes up these basic questions.
We invite students who agree that these
struggles involve more than voting in
student government elections
that it
takes a year-round struggle
to join
with us in that struggle.
Fernando Simentat Jr.
Candidate for A.S. President
Stephen Iverson
Candidate for A.S. Vice President
Janet Clifford
Candidate for AS. Treasurer

Bunzel will change his mind
more often with TWPC
The slogan out our campaign
literature reads "Vote TWPC ... The
Slate Bunzel Wants Least." Those are
not just empty words for TWPC is
resolved to stand for student rights
above anything else. The best illustration of what that means came last
Wednesday when we were given a 24hour notice to get another vice
presidential candidate for our slate.
Mark Owens, we were told, was disqualified for being on disciplinary
probation.
Instead of being intimidated, we
turned the ultimatum around and told
the administration it had 24 hours to let
us run with Mark Owens on our slate
and that there was going to be no
compromise on that issue. Our position
was backed by two points in our favor:
first we had previously checked with
administrators and were told Mark
could run. Second Mark is appealing his
probation which in the first place, was a
gross injustice ( he got it for asking
Bunzel if he could ask a question at the
end of a speech).

The next 24 hours were spent waiting
for Bunzel to make a decision. The
order to get Mark off the slate had
probably originated from Bunzel in the
first place, but he was now in a bind. He
knew the students would stand behind
us in our challenge and that he would be
discredited for using, in Bunzel’s own
words, "a baseball bat to kill a
mosquito ( Mark Owens)."
At any rate, the verdict "from
above" was finally pronounced and it
said Mark could run. Those who have
been following events at SJSU will undoubtedly recognize this to be the first
significant victory anybody around
here has had over Bunzel during the
past two years. Bunzel, whether right
or wrong, makes it a point never to
change his mind.
TWPC promises you that, if elected,
we will make sure Bunzel changes his
mind quite a few more times. Gone will
be the days when he could happily count
on his eternal honeymoon with John
Rico, and go about his hatchet jobs all
over the schools

Maria Fuentes, who is running for
AS. President, headed the TWPC slate
against John Rico last year and
narrowly missed victory with 46 per
cent of the total vote. Maria, Mark and
the third member of the TWPC team.
Yousef Nasser, are committed to
using their positions on the A.S.
executive, if elected, to make SJSU a
more liveable and less alienating place
in which to live and study. They are also
committed to take uncompromising
stands on issues that deal with student
rights.
They fully realize that this cannot
come about without the full support of
the student body. They ask for that
support in the coming election as a first
step towards bringing about some
meaningful change in the quality of
student life at SJSU.
Maria Fuentes
Candidate for A.S. l’resident
Mark Owens
Candidate for A.S. Vice l’resident
Yousef I. Nasser
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer

’Independents’ say McGraw
offered jobs for support
Who’s behind the McGraw Ticket?
For one, Rich Thawley who is current
AS. Vice President. You paid Rich
$2,400 this year. What did you get for
your money? Well, you paid Rich to put
together the McGraw Ticket, be their
"unofficial" campaign manager, and in
his spare time, run council meetings
like a circus.
If you like the McGraw Ticket
literature, you can thank Rich, he wrote
most of it.
As soon as I had a treasurer for my
ticket, Rich was on the phone to her. He
tried to convince her to quit my ticket,
and, in so many words, asked her to run
on the ticket he was forming. What else
has Rich done? He and Trish have
offered paid positions on next year’s
staff to people to gain their support. If
this is the kind of government you want,
fine! You deserve it!
We want to serve the students, not
play political games. We will do our

McGraw to face
needs of students
It is our sincere hope that we can
remove from student government
much of the petty politics that have
been evident in the present, as well as
past A.S. elections. Historically,
student representatives and candidates
have been too involved in personality
conflicts and ego gratification to address the needs and issues of students
and student government.
Our concept of redesigning the
election process for A.S. council
representation is a direct outgrowth of
our desire to see student government
end its fighting and get to work.
If student councilmembers are
elected by the school in which they are
studying, it will make very clear to
whom they will be responsible. Student
candidates will be able to campaign in a
specific area and deal with the needs
and desires of a well-defined constituentcy. Representatives will be able
to campaign and reach their entire
constituency, rather than touching a
minor proportion of the total student
population.
This will allow candidates to know
their constituency and the students to
know their candidates. Presently,

leadership which doesn’t accept the
"official" limitations of the student
government. Important questions face
SJSU students - administration
control of our affairs; cutbacks; inadequate child care; a rising cost of
living; racism on this campus and off.
These and other problems cannot be
dealt with just by sitting in a room and
voting. We need an AS. government
that uses its resources and authority to
lead students in struggle, to fight for
our needs and to support struggles for
social change.
Further, we need to start fighting for
the right of students, faculty and staff
to exercise control of this university.
We who study, teach and work here
should begin to lay the groundwork for
taking this control out of the hands of
the administration and the capitalist
class they serve.
Instead of a factory producing robots
for the workforce, we need a university
which serves as a center for the
struggle to change society.

students on council attempt to campaign in the vague area of lower and
upper and graduate divisions, across
the entire university, never having a
ghost of a chance to reach those who
they shall be representing. Election by
school will provide more meaningful
and more direct input into student
government.
The McGraw Ticket is facing the
problems of Associated Students with
real and constructive solutions. We
want significant and nieaningful
change. Student government has got to
be more than the sum of the egos and
personalities in office.
We have not lost sight of our goals or
forgotten what we have set out to do,
despite all the mud and debris slung our
way. We plan to restore to the student
political scene a sense of fair play and
simple honest representation.
Trish McGraw
Candidate for A.S. President
Mark Turner
Candidate for A.S. Vice President
Steve Sturtevant
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer

jobs, not run campaigns. We have not
and will not offer paid positions to
people to buy votes. We will conduct
interviews to fill staff positions with the
most qualified people.
People want me to speak to the
issues. I believe the biggest issue is
having a student government that is
efficient and serves all students; which
mu turn would be a representative
student government. Other candidates
have managed to create issues, I’ll
speak to these.
I) "To change the election process to
provide that all student council
representatives be elected from schools
within the university."
This is by no means a new idea, it has
been floating around for at least two
years. There are reasons why it hasn’t
been pushed before. Its intent is to
make government more responsive, yet
it may do just the opposite. If council
seats were assigned by school
population leg. schools of Science,
Business, Art, etc.) the larger schools
may have too much power. These
representatives would have strong
vested interests and not represent the
student body as a whole.
Besides, for this idea to become a
reality it would first have to be passed
by two-thirds of the council, then a
petition circulated; 15 per cent of the
people that voted in the last election
would have to sign it. Finally, twothirds of the students voting would have
to vote for it in a special election. With
the political futures of some council
persons on the line, the chances of this
idea becoming reality are slim. Yet if
enough people on student council and
enough students wanted this form of
government we would work on it. But
let’s be realistic.
2) "Using A.S. funds to decrease the
cost of PPF cards." PPF cards are
purchased by dorm students to help
finance dorm activities. These cards
entitle dorm residents to discounts or
free entries to dorm activities.)
When Steve Sturtevant came to
council and asked us "to consider the
idea for funding next year" the motion
failed: three for, nine against, ’one
obstenticm. With several council
members that live in the dorms voting
against it, including Josie Cadieux, an
R.A. in Allen Hall. Probably for the
same reason I did. I’ve lived in the
dorms and I know what it’s like. It’s
just not fair for 26,000 students to
subsidize the social activities for 1,800
dorm students. But in my opinion, this

is pure and simple, an attempt by the
"McGraw Ticket" to buy the dorm
vote.
Wednesday, April 22, AS. Council
niet for six hours to work on next year’s
$540,000 budget. I felt that it was my
primary responsibility as an elected
member of student council to stay and
work on the budget. Ms. McGraw, on
the other hand, felt it was more important to campaign.
If all the council members that were
running for re-election took this attitude, we would have no budget for
next year. If Trish takes this responsibility so lightly what would happen if
she were ever elected president??
Every ticket is making campaign
promises promises I don’t think they
can or will keep. Carlos Alcaine and I
have been elected to student council.
We know what we can do. That’s why
we haven’t made any big promises. We
will make student government more
efficient by running student council
meetings differently. My treasurer.
Barb Pagac, is the only candidate that
has an accounting background. She will
change the special allocations
procedure to make it easier for students
to go through this process. The
Independent Ticket wants to serve you
Art Bertolero
Candidate for A.S. President
Carlos Aleaine
Candidate for A.S. Vice Pres Weill
Barb Pawn’
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer

write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
1..editorials, comments, news
stories or anything that might be
,in your mind. Best-read letters
are short ( 250 words or less) and
to the point.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (J(’ 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by niail.
The Daily reserves the right to
edit for length, style or libel.
All letters must include the
author’s signature, major, ad\.,ress and phone munber
..,
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Fonda speaks on apathy, Tunney

a.

f

Michael Rapping

Jane Fonda speaking in S.U. pit area.

By Stephen Malta
Political activist Jane
Fonda called students
apathetic and said this has
led to "big business" interests cont-olling decisions
in Washington, D.C.
Fonda spoke before about
1,000 persons in the Student
Union pit area at Friday’s
registration rally, which was
designed to increase this
year’s voter registration in
Santa Clara County.
Appears twice
The rally was Fonda’s
second appearance in San
Jose in two days. She spoke
before a benefit gathering of
about 200 persons at the
Fellowship of Reconciliation
dinner Thursday evening.
Using both occasions to
campaign for her husband,
U.S. Senate candidate Tom
Hayden, Fonda said his
opponent, incumbent John
Tunney, is indebted to "big
business" interests.
"Tunney’s survival is due

to people’s apathy," she
said. "People don’t hear
much from Tunney."
Fonda said Californians
would be shocked if they
found out what Tunney was
"involved in."
"People will be paying into
the pockets of oil companies
if Tunney has his way," she
told the crowd.
Political apathy
SJSU’s political apathy,
according to Fonda, is
symptomatic of the ’70s.
"Apathy exists because
issues aren’t clear, as in the
’60s," she said. "This is a
time of a lot of pain and
confusion."
Fonda said apathy was
only skin deep and told
students to "shed their skin
of apathy."
The U.S. is entering a new
era where it is no longer No.
1, Fonda said. "Wc now have
limits," she commented.
Fonda said in this new era,
more than ever before, the

spartaguide
A blood drive, sponsored
by the Air Force Arnold Air
Society, the Red Cross and
A.S., continues from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. today in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Room.
Soo
The SJSU Mathematics
Department presents Dr.
Herbert Solomon of Stanford
University at 2:30 p.m. today
in Mil 225. Solomon speaks
on
"Statistics
and
Probability in Law."
The Jewish Studies Center
and the Israeli Student
Organization sponsors the
film "Exodus" at 8 p.m.
today in Old Science 112.
roe
MECHA meets from 4 to 7
p.m. today in the S.0
Costanoan Room.
Ens.
Dean Stanley Burnham, of
the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts, appears
before the Campus Planning
Committee at 2:30 p.m.
today in Library South 115.
so
The Office and Allied
Services Occupational
Society of the California
State Employees Association
meets at noon today in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.
Nominees for offices will be
announced as well as
proposed workshops on
classification.

Improved care
of rape victims
sought by bill
A bill seeking better car of
rape victims by police and
hospital personnel will be
considered by the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee
today.
Senate Bill 575, introduced
by Senator Alan Robbins, DSan Fernando, passed the
Assembly Justice Committee April 6.
Support will be sought by
the Coalition for Progressive
Sexual Assault Legislation
(CPSAI.) if the bill is
presented to Assembly.
Dr. Robert Bornstein,
of
professor
assistant
meteorology and a member
of CPSAL, said the colaition
is preparing a mailing to
urge people to tell their
legislators to support the
bill

Spartan Dail’,
Serrate the San Jose Slate
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Earth Week continues
today and tomorrow with
displays on alternative
energy sources beginning at
10 a.m. on Ninth Street. A
Noah ’76 Show to educate on

the issues of Proposition 15
will also be performed at
noon today on Ninth Street
and will be repeated at 9
p.m. in the S.U. Loma Prieta

ROOM.

0416
Those
interested
in
working in the A.S. .polling
booth should meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadelupe Room.

country must share its
benefits with all its citizens.

have placed him a severe
underdog in the race.

"The problem is the big
guys aren’t giving up their
piece of the pie," she said.
Hayden’s campaign is
designed to end the concentration of power that has
led to a few persons making
the policy decisions in
government, Fonda said.

Tunney’s support
"A lot of Tunney’s support
is soft support and can be
shifted either way," she
said.

and
Portuguese-Braziliali
Iranian cultures sold foods of
their countries at the bazaar.
All the groups sold out of
food in the money-making
event sponsored by the
Intercultural Steering
Community
Committee,
Committee for International
Students and Hoover Hall,

Woman entering cafeteria
receives verbal rape threat
A woman reported that she
was verbally threatened in
the S.U. cafeteria yesterday.
The psychology senior
reported that she was
harassed verbally by a male
"in his fifties" upon entering
the union to eat lunch. She
asked that her name be
withheld.
The mall was reported as
saying, "You better watch
out or I’ll slit your throat and
rape you."

The incident was reported
to university police after the
suspect left the area, according to the woman.
An officer searched the
area for 25 minutes, turning
nothing up; according to
Larry James, university
police administrative officer.
This is the first complaint
of this character, James
said.

Hooray for the
} comfortable
,
life...

Hooray for
Sandals
Step into the comfortable life
with Scholl Exercise Sandals
... the patented, original exercise sandal. Exclusive toe -grip provides natural exercise for your feet,
helps tone muscles. Made of smooth.
sculped beechwood with
raised heel. Soft, foam -padded
leather straps in blue, white, red
or bone.

Why pay 14.95
elsewhere.

At 10th St. Pharmacy:

$9.88

UNTIL MAY 1St

10th St. Pharmacy
10th & Santa Clara

according to Barbara Dunn,
coordinator of International
Week.
Those who patronized the
event were able to sample
international recipes
prepared and sold by SJSU
students.
Prizes were awarded to
the booths which were the
best decorated and had the
best food.
The Russian Club was
awarded the first place prize
of $40. The French Club
came in second and was
awarded $24. Third place
winner, the Korean Club, received $16.
The Russian Club served
Pirizhki, deep fried meat
filled rolls, Pelmeni, a
Russian ravioli, and Borsch.

In the upcoming A.S.
election, Fonda said she
believed the Alliance for a
New Democracy, headed by
Dennis Driver, would offer a
welcome change to SJSU’s
student government.

Fonda said Americans
were changing their views on
politics. She said "middle
America" is shifting its
opinions over to what she
termed Hayden’s view.
Calling on students to get

Fonda said Hayden is
confident
of
victory,
regardless of polls which

"Earth Day Six Years
Later" was commemorated
picnic-style by environmental studies majors
Thursday. About 50 students
ate bag lunches on the lawn
in front of the environmental
studies "house."

Career info
Information on all types of
jobs, related to a number of
fields, is no available in the
Career Information Center,
Building Q near the Business
Tower.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

Ballroom.
A drawing for a 1976
Porsche 914, sponsored by
the Californians for the
Nuclear Safeguards
Initiative, will be held June
1.

alternative energy sources
as well as community
gardening and the nuclear
initiative will be located on
Ninth
Street
through
tomorrow.

The department, founded
1111970 by Dr. Donald Aitken,
is the direct result of the
ecological consciousness
that evolved in the U.S. that
year.
"The picnic is the perfect
example of the unity we feel.
It gives us a chance to
celebrate our shared views
of the environment," Aitken
said.
The picnic was the kick-off
for several SJSU Earth
Week events. Display tables
providing information on

"We need people who will
stand up for the people."

In announcing her support
for the slate, Fonda said,

Earth Week events set

Tonight Bob Christopherson’s "Spaceship Earth" will
be presented at 7 p.m. in the
S.U. Loins Prieta Room. It is
a slide show about society’s
responsibility to respect the
Earth.

Le Moulin Rouge, the
French Club booth, bought
French pastries from a local
bakery, according to Martina Rehfeld, secretary of
the club.
The Korean club prepared
barbecued Bulkoki, Mandi,
fried won-ton, and Tulkim,
steamed rice. The money
made at the sale will go into
the club treasury, John
Chooi, club president, said.

1/3 USA
10% DISCOUNT

I

I

4"I

ON ANY MERCHANDISE
WITH THIS AD
I
Antiques, furniture, appliances,’
clothing, jewelry, junk.
I

A play which demonstrates the issues of the
nuclear initiative, "Noah
’76," will be performed by
the Rainbow Players on
Ninth Street at 12 noon, and
at 9 p.111. in the S.U.

Nifty Thrift

576 W. Santa Clara St.
IOm somm
===== =mom on

Drugs counter
AnVinear COMM, Sena

BAKERSFIELD (AP) Antibiotics are being given
to about 60 persons who had
some contact with a man
who died this week from
bubonic plague, Kern County
officials said last week.
The death of Robert
Wilson, 45, on Tuesday,
triggered a search for
anyone who had any
possibility of contracting the
disease from him, said Dr.
Troy Cox, an assistant health
director.
Antibiotics were ordered
for "lots of people who had
borderline contact," Cox
said. "We’re not taking any
chance."
The investigation turned
up 25 Kern Medical Center
staffers involved in treating
Wilson plus several at two
other local hospitals where
he was taken for emergency
treatment Monday.

t
111,

1/4
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Distinguished Composer and 5,355 Professor

Sponsored by the Music Dept. and the
,ssociated Stodehts

When you graduate, your bank becomes more important. You’ll havc
more financial obligations, more need for flexibility, and more need for
credit. You want a bank that can meet all these new needs and still keep
your banking simple.
That’s where we come in.
More offices. With over twice as many locations as any other
California bank, we’re usually close by. If you’re moving, it’s easy to
transfer your account to whichever office is most convenient for you.
More convenience. Our All-in-One’x Checking Plan simplifies
banking. When your application is approved you get unlimited check
writing with no minimum balance, free personalized checks, our handy
check guarantee card, BankAmericare overdraft protection: and
commission-free BankAmericaTravelers Chequesall for just
$2 a month.
More services. We also offer a wide variety of other checking and
savings plans and can help you find the one that’s right for you.
More help. Next time you’re in. ask for a copy of "The College Graduate’s
Guide to the Hardest Job in the World:’ It’s 16 pages of hints on finding a job. You
might also want to pick up our "Ways to Save Money" and "How to Establish
Credir These and other Consumer Information Reports are free at your local
Bank of America.
So why not stop by soon and talk things over. We serve more Californians
than any other bank. In school. And after.
BANkol AMERICA

incert/Lecture
Thesday 7:3C PP,
.tincert Hall (MusIC 21fIgi
’-a^ Jose State unlyersity

"kik_

What’s your bank doing
for you after school?

R.,iicvt America 51 050 MemberS Dtt.:

OuN !PUNISH’S STUMM leellegeld

in Kern County

They also served a Russian
cheesecake that is only made
at Easter.
The Russian Club is
working toward sending a
student on a study trip to
Russia, according to Helen
Merrick, assistant professor
of foreign languages.

If you qualify.

CPA
REVIEW

I _MUM_ ===== MUNI=

bubonic plague

International Food Bazaar goes on
despite bomb threats, evacuation
Bomb scares evacuated
the business buildings three
times on Friday, but those
attending the nearby International Food Bazaar on
Ninth Street were not scared
away.
organizations
Student
Russian,
representing
Korean, Indian, Asian.

in
Hayden’s
involved
campaign, Fonda said those
who protested before can do
something about changing
government.

til

Depend on us. More Californians do.

Ilal-1116.:".
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Dances ’clever, artful’
14 Adrienne Johnson

"Dance Theater ’76,"
which featured diverse
modern and ethnic dance
scores last Friday night, had
many virtues. And foremost
among them was the clever
juxprovocative
and
tapositions of lights, props
and dancers.
Four dance pieces, "Still
Life iii Doppler," "Call of the
Blue God," "Mythos" and
"Ribbons," all artfully
theatricalized and performed before a large
audience in the Dance
Studio, highlighted the
evening.
"Still Life in Doppler,"
based on the theory of
sporadic change in the
Doppler effect, was a tonguein-cheek dance representation of demonic possession,
Annette
to
according
dance
Macdonald,
production manager.
The dancers in "Doppler,"
turning and twisting about as
though controlled by an
invisible internal force, gave
amusing a -d enthusiastic
performanc.
April Stevenson and Susan
McLane contributed spirited
performances in this score,
as they bent and twisted
themselves into awkward
shapes, their arms making
wide stiff arcs while they

Prof’s music
well -received

.09

An eastern -influenced work is performed for "Dance Theatre ’76."
looked
with
comic
helplessness at the audience.
The skilled use of soft
lighting and long colorful
ribbons swirled by the
dancers in
"Ribbons"
created all illusion of beauty
and grace in movement.
The student dancers
nearing perfection in their
movements in this score
provided a vision vivid

WHAT’S IN IT
FOR ME?
If you can qualify to become a Peace Corps Volunteer, here’s
what’s in it for you- the sense of satisfaction that comes from helping the
people of a developing nation help themselves.
- intimate knowledge of a new language and a new
culture.
-- more responsibility than you’ll ever have in a first job
in the U.S.
- growth and maturation as a person.
And San Jose State students will have a chance to get first
hand information on current Peace Corps opportunities April
26 through 29, when recruiters from San Francisco will be on
campus. They’ll be in front of the Student Union daily, from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in one of
If you have your degree -- or will have it by June
the skills listed below, and can be available to go overseas
soon, it might be worth your time to visit the recruiters,
They’ll certainly be interested in meeting you, But please
bear in mind that the positions are recruited on a national
basis, and are usually filled quickly. These positions begin in
July.

To teach English as a SC/feign language in Zaire, Central
African Republic, Upper Volta & Beam. Candidates must
have 1 to 3 yrs of college French.

FRENCH SPEAKERS (Health)
Assignments in Niger. Senegal & Cameroon. Must have
bachelor’s in health education, or any discipline with an
.n

MATH TEACHERS

ounil les MillaTIUM of bachequire secondary credential.

CHEM TEACHERS
Ti,
creden;

a Leone. Secondary

BIOLOGY TEACHERS
Belize &
biology

draw
exenough
to
clamations of approval from
the audience.
Both "Call of the Blue
God," an allegory of two
women calling to the blue

’god Ksna, and "Mythos," a
story of Promethius and Isis,
developed their patterns and
theme
, permitting
choreographic values to be
fully recognized.

Leone Secoridaig ciedenlial or bachelor’s in

Students show art
By Therese Beaver
Creative works by SJSU
student artists are on display
in the S.U. Gallery in the
Juried
Student
Art
1.;xhibition.
Students submitted over
200 pieces last week. The two
judges, Candace Crockett,
artist and instructor at San
Francisco State University
and Howard Ikemoto, artist
and directoi of Cabrillo
College Gallery, selected the
49 works in the show.
The exhibit, running
through May 21, features a
variety of media, such as
watercolor,
ceramics,
textiles, metal sculpture,
etching, photographs, oil on
canvas and serigraphs (a
silkscreen print).
The purpose of the exhibit,
according to a gallery
release, is to be an incentive
to student-artists and to
promote SJSU arts to the
campus, community and
professional art world.

The community got involved with Bay area
merchants, donating cash,
gift certificates and art
supplies as the awards.
Some of the award winning pieces are Shoji
Wada’s serigraph, titled
"Last Drop" and Barry
Bates’ ceramic "Ship of
Fools."
An unusual work by Mike
II ustavson, titled "Going

Brian Ewbank

Mike Gustayson’s "Going Home"
Home," won a ceramics
award. It consists of a large
plant with a creature on its
stem.
One of several well-done
Dennis
is
watercolors
Collins’ "Tahoe Beer." In
this painting, a young girl
casually looks at an
billboard advertisement for
"Tahoe Beer."
Bill Heiderich’s "Shower
ill No. 17" is one of the more
unusual pieces. It is a
ceramic shower with worms
coming out the drain holes
and the faucet.
To see these and the other

GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
To work in Ghana, Lesotho, Botswana, Gambia, Nepdl,
Swaziland. Secondary credential or bachelor’s in general
science required

ART TEACHERS
Sierra Leone, Guatemala, Upper
Volt,,, Lesotho Secondary credential or bachelor’s in art, o,
two years exp. in all facets of handicrafts required.

LIBRARIANS

To serve in Brazil, Fiji Of G.enli..t. R.Ichnin’.. in master’s in
library science required.

HOME EC/NUTRITION
To work in nine countries in Africa or Latin America. Bachhr,frlf. ec/nutritron
ILICh01,,,’, in .ivy
exp. requi.i.i,
Irs

HEALTH EDUCATION
Ass,,,.
Belize,
Kichn.,

’’

hn.11,1, .

,oil Cameroon.
ii,equired.

SOCIAL WORKERS

1-1.1cheln, in so, 1,i1 onn, 13, sotool welfare required for
positions in Costa Rica

BUSINESS ADVISORS

If you have your degree in business administration, with
emphasis in bus ad., accounting, neon , finance or marketing,
you could qualify for positions in Cameroon, Liberia,
Dominican Republic, Brazil, Ghana or Guatemala.

VOCATIONAL ED.

Persons with a bachelor’s in industrial arts or 2 yrs exp, as a
carpenter, auto mechanic Or in electronics, are candidates for
positions in Zaire, Nicaragua, Sierra Leone or Liberia.

ENGINEERING

If you have your bachelor’s in civil engineering or a bachelor’s
in any discipline with a strong math background, and some
engineering courses, you could make it to Nepal. Malaysia,
Ghana or Kenya.

WHAT
AWAY
TO LIVE!
LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
4 SWIMMING POOLS
GYM/WEIGHT ROOM
RACQUET BALL COURTS
. JACUZZI AND 2 SAUNAS
LIGHTED BASKETBALL
COURTS

Find out what’s in it for you.

works, stop by the Gallery,
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 6 to 8
p.m.
Wednesday
and
Thursday.

harp.
It ranges from a tensely
dramatic opening to an
almost pastoral conclusion,
inak,ing highly effective use
each
instrument’s
of
possibilities.
Exemplifying Harrison’s
eastern influences, the harp
moved front the more
traditional parts to a duet
with the drums that could
have been written for
gamelon.
Flute preened
Later, harp and flute
preened against the cello’s
low drone, making a dreamy
low-key effect.
Masterfully played
Masterfully played by
Donald
Patti Walters,
I lomuth, Toni Vanarsdel and
Eva Kauffungen, "The
Perilous Chapel," was a
thoroughly well done work.
Harrison, 011 hand for the
concert, said the performance was very good,
and
"compared
very
favorably"
with other
renderings of "Chapel."
Well done
Also well done was BrahII is’ sextet, played by Lauren
Jakey, Susan Bates, Fern
Carlisle, Donald Homuth,
Laurel Brobst and Patricia
Stange replacing Rebecca
Bazdarich.
A showy, [torrid work, the
piece gave all performers a
real workout. To the
audience’s great delight,
they took the chance to play
it to the hilt.
Not as polished
Not as polished, was the
performance of the Haydn
sextet. Played by two groups
of three, one in front of the
audience and one behind, the
piece had what the program
notes called "a sort of 18th
century quad effect."
The second, echoing,
group of two violins and a
cellor was out of tune early
in the piece, and made some
major errors. But they
loosened up for the last few
movements, at least partially rescuing an enjoyable,
if lightweight, work.
The concert concluded a
series of three chamber
concerts held in the San Jose
Museum of Art. It was attended by about 200 persons.

Keith Daniel Clary’s
watercolor portraits are on
display in Gallery II as part
of his requirement to receive
a Masters degree in Art.

Festival

The realistic paintings are
of friends, relatives and four
historical persons, according
to Clary.

Ali untitled portrait
black women won a
place award at the
Northern California
Show.

Clary said he usually takes
slides, projects them on
watercolor paper and then
traces an outline.

"Turquoise Den" won a
first place award at the East
Bay Watercolor show.

Clary’s paintings have won
many awards hi California.
"All he wants to do is fly,"
a portrait of his cousin, won
first place at the San Jose
Regional Art Show and first
place at the San Leandro Art

EUROPE

Lowest Available Rates
Israel & Other Points

CALL 2911719

Special Travel Services
235 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose,
95113

Astor’s Coin -op Auto Wash

732 So. lit St.

ALWAYS OPEN

804 Lincoln Ave.

,-the
Interviewing
Handbook
NEED INTERVIEWING
ASSISTANCE?
260 pages of interviewing guidance
for the career-oriented graduate.
Send mailing information and $9.80
(price includes taxes, postage and handling)
.

To KCE Publishing, Dept. M-1
P.O. Box 2207, Alameda, Ca. 94501C

Contact
Lens
SLYI Marers
for participating in
Market Research Study

1

:

P.O. R-)x 342
I is.ch CA 92652

Associated Student Body Elections

VOTE
for

A.S. President, Vice President, Treasurer
A.S. Student Council Positions
A.S. Attorney General
Academic Senate Seats

tables, ping pone, a television viewing room, a
library/study room, a photography lab, cerami..,
lab, and guitar classes. All this and more
included with every apartment.

AND: 2 and 3 bedroom apartments ail

Wednesday, April 28 Et Thursday, April 29

dishwashers, air conditioning, c/c ovens, and
garbage disposals. Washer/dryer hookups
All of this for an unbelievably low price
Come check us out.
From 101 take Tully Rd., West.
2055 McLaughlin Rd., San Jose

Summer
HIL

of a
first
1975
Art

’flit’ gallery is open 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. through
’riday, April 30.

AND: A Recreation Center featuring pool

279-2300

PEACE CORPS

By Carrie Pey ton
The Sail Jose Symphony
Chamber Players ended
their season with a flourish
Sunday, presenting works by
Brahnis, Haydn, and SJSU
composer-in-residence Lou
Harrismi.
Although the audience
gave Brahnis’ "Sextet No. 1
in B-Flat" a slightly better
reception, Harrison’s "The
Perilous Chapel," was, in
this reviewer’s opinion, the
best of an enjoyable afternoon.
Prima ballerina
The ballet suite, composed
in the late forties for prima
ballerina Jean Erdmann, is
rythrnic, articulate work
for flute, cello, drums and

Prizes donated

Part of the incentive was
13 awards given to students
whose works were considered deserving by the two
judges.

FRENCH SPEAKERS

ei

Prize-winning
arts and
entertainment portraits here

ALL students are eligible to vote with
their current CARDBOARD A.S.B. card
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’High Wire Radio Choir’ satirizes real life
II a

1ast
I a
irst
1975
Art
):30
ugh

By Sally 44 one
Their business cards
randly proclaim, "High
/ire Radio Choiravailable
sr
weddings,
store
penings, cock fights." They
aven’t played any cock
ights yet, but if their
areers take off as they are
treatening to, that won’t be
ecessary.
The "choir" is made up of
JSU graduates Kevin
spell and Ray Hanna, and
bug Ferrari and Larry
lansen.
The quartet has a radio
how on station KSJO at 9:30
uncley evenings that may
o into national syndication.
’hey have recently started
,tre
performances
as
pening act for a rock band.
,nd they don’t even sing.
Actually, it is difficult to
escribe what they do. Their
ct is billed as "satirical
adio theatre," but somehow
tat title doesn’t say it all.
hey are disgustingly funny,
ut cringe at being called
comedians" because some
f what they do is too deadly
rue to be funny.
Their KSJO radio show has
atirized everything from
le slaughter of whales to
The Streets of San Bose,"
nd one of their most famous
atires has taken on the less
tan lighthearted subject of
ubonic plague.
The choir has been
)gether since last summer,
+hen Hanna, Ferrari and
spell wrote a show for cable
’V called "Nightmare
’isions of a World Gone
lad." The three hooked up
,ith Lee Mason, who is no
inger with the group, and it
ais Mason who introduced
hem to Don Wright, KSJO’s
rogrant director.
The fourth member of the
roup, Larry Hansen, is the
hoir’s engineer and tape
ditor and a morning disc
DROP OFF -24 HR
SERVICE FROM ASST.
LOOSE ORIGINALS

IBM
COPIES

2 .QC

x111
each

minimum sale -$1 .00
Free Collating
KOPI SYSTEMS
294-0600
322 E. Santa Clara, SJ

jockey on KSJO.
The
four
made
a
demonstration tape for
Wright, who was sufficiently
impressed to offer them free
production facilities i late at
night) and put their show on
the air.
Not paid
The group still isn’t paid,
but the members feel the
opportunities KSJO has
given them more than make
up for a little hunger.
"It would cost us between
$300 and $500 per show in
studio time alone," Hansen
said, "and the station gives
us that free. They give us
tape free, they give us about
$30 to $40 worth of commercials every day, so the
station right now is paying us
about five or six hundred a
week."
"That," said Ferrari, "is
why we are the only radio
theater group in the countryif we hadn’t been given
the studio time there would
be no radio theater in this
country."
"We really feel we have
make,"
statements to
Ferrari said. "You can call it
anything you want -3-D
radio, radio theater of the
absurd, unnatural radio
acts, scratch and sniff
radioanything but comedy,
because that doesn’t give us
the room."
Some of their satire has
turned out to be more truth
than comedy. They taped the
show about bubonic plague,
for example, then read in the
papers that six Californians
had died from the disease.
Group exaggerates
"We thought we were
being totally exaggerated
and bizarre," Ferrari said.
"Then it showed up the next
day in the paper. You can
never exaggeratethis is
the country.
"They have Muhammed
Ali pitted against the world’s
greatest karate expert. What
the hell are they going to
fight withsticks? They
have no common basis. No
matter how exaggerated we
get, real life will always beat
us to the draw," he said.
The High Wires use very
little
"current
issue"
material, because if their
shows go into syndication
they would be outdated by
the time they reached the

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
BEST
iiiFEATURE DOCUMENTARY

THE /144N
WHO SKIED DOWN
EVERESf
STARTS WEDNESDAY
ARD

Daily Matinees

,-

-

"I WON BY LOSING!"
"I lost 40 pounds
with Dr. Alperin"
Mrs.

air.
The closest they have
come to a current issue is the
"Patty
Hertz
Show,"
starring Patty and Tania
Hertz in a parody of the old

"Patty Duke Show." "It had
the same opening song,"
Ferrari said." ’Patty enjoys
the senior prom.......
Their usual schedule finds
the choir writing all night,

Olts.

Ray Hanna, "choir" member

Composer series
features prof
Music by SJSU Lecturer
Lou Harrison will be
featured as part of the
American Composer Series
at 7:30 tonight at the Music
Department Concert Hall.
Ranking as one of
America’s most well-known
composers, Harrison has
written over 130 works, three
of which will be performed
tonight.
SJSU graduate student
Lynnette Celso will give a
piano solo with the composer’s 1938 selection "Third
Piano Sonata."
A composition with a long
title, "Koncherto per Violono
kun Perkuta Orkestro," will
be played by two music
teachers and five students.
SJSU music seniors Shelly
Tosaw, Galen I.emmon,
Steve Blair, Bruce Bedayan

and music junior Allan
will
join
Kristensen
Associate Professor Lauren
Jakey and lecturer Anthony
J. Cirone in the selection.
Two professional artists,
Neal LaMonaco and Linda
Wood, will perform "Suite
for Cello and Harp."
Harrison is scheduled to
lecture during the second
part of the program.
Harrison’s music has been
described as "exotic" by
critics. He is greatly influenced by Asian cultures
and is a collector of Oriental
instruments.

sleeping until noon and
having "choir practice" in
the afternoon. It takes about
three four to five hour
writing sessions to turn out
one half-hour show.
One current project had
the choir doing research on
the origin of the word
"bozo," a High Wire
favorite.
"It was in ’The Northwest
Passage,’ " Aspell said. "It
comes from the Chippewa
Indian god of laughter who
created the world."
Manabozo, the god of
laughter, appears in one of
their shows. "He’s the only
god we endorse," Hanna
said.
Future visions
Not content with being the
only ones of their kind, the
High Wires have multimedia visions of the future.
Their immediate goal,
Aspell said, "is to blow
people’s minds front coast to
coast."
Beyond that, they hope to
set their radio shows to film.
"I have a list of the worst
movies ever made," Ferrari
said. "I want to take all these
awful awful movies like
’Psych Out’ and ’Cool and
Crazy’ and redub them."
simply
of
Instead
redubbing the films as
Woody Allen did in "What’s
Up Tiger Lily," an old
Japanese movie to which he
added his own soundtrack,
the choir wants to cut the

Admission for tonight’s
concert is free.
The American Composer
Series is sponsored by the
SJSU music department and
the Associated Students.

Computer
Sales
Trainees
Mrs. Nancy PriceSan Jose

Ralph Alperin, M.D.
Specializing in
Weight Reduction

SAN JOSE
48 E. Santa Clara Street
(at Second St.)
827 Blossom Hill
(near Almaden Plaza)
2964 Stevens Creek
(across from Valley Fair)
3535 Ross Avenue
(at Hillsdale Blvd.)

998-0100
224-1900
296-2000
267-3131

CUPERTINO/SUNNYVALE
10750 Wolfe Road
(at 280)

Wgital Equipment Corporation ii4 proud of a
growth rate that has made us the leader in
mini -computer manufacturing and technology in only Is years. Our dynamic success
means continuing sales opportunities in
(nor North American field sales organization.
The people who qualify for our
computer sales training program
will spend nine months at our (’orporate Headquarters in Maynard,
Mass. The comprehensive program
will focus 1,11 sales/marketing and
hardware’ software systems. You
must have a technical degree
(Math, Physical Seience, Entitineering,or Computer Science) with
two semesters of computer science
training.
After completing our sales
program, you will be located in one
of our field soles offices throughout
the country. Your field responsibilities in technical sales will include
procuring, developing, servicing,
and managing new accounts for
our complete line of hardware and
software.
Fir additional information
about the challenge and rewards
of a ligital sales career, please
write, ndivating area of geographical preference, to:
B iii, Il. MorYnddrn, liipuirml
Equip IWO Corporation, 0,-stern
Rrgiot ul Ofre, 256.5 Walsh ,4 reitSte
( torn, Colifornin P.(a5a.
We or on equal opportunity 1911 plover or ,f.

446-4155

16 Clinics in the Bay Area
Ralph Alperin, M.D.
Specializing in Weight Reduction

Mall

digital equipment corporation

just ’We’ll keep these brats
out of our hair and let them
work in the middle of the
night we’ll put it on Sunday
night and no one will notice
it.’ But now it’s starting to
sink into then ithe powers
that beand
even the
president of the corporation
that owns the station knows
there’s something hap.

pelting.
"We’ve got people clawing
for
our
bods
professionally," Ferrari
said. "A lot of people are
interested."
"And a lot of people aren’t
interested," Hanna said.
"There are 800 million
Chinese people who just
don’t give a shit."

Insurance Gone

UP?
Get Down
with
Campus
Insurance
For College Students
Campus Insurance
404-S- 3rd S.J.
289-8681

Exhibits
show art
process
"Process-Results," an
exhibition by Bay Area
artists of photographs,
paintings and sculpture is on
display at the San, Jose
Museum of Art through May
15.
The artists included in the
show share a common interest in emphasizing the
documentation
of
the
processes of art. They
believe this documentation is
essential to the complete
understanding of the finished
piece.
This documentation is
achieved
with
slides,
photographs and written
statements by the artists to
illustrate the various stages
of the creation of each piece.
The artists included in the
show are Melvino Garretti,
Sharon Golden, David Ng,
Calvin Kanow, Masashi
Frank
Matsumoto,
Nakagawa, Phil Linhares
and Lew Thomas.
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TUNE UP SPECIAL
All Bugs Thru 1973 and All Buses Thru 1971
Most Things, Ghias, & Fastbacks Too!

$ 2750
includes:
I ’ming, Valve adj.,
check Dwell, new
Bosch Plugs, Points
and Pennzoil

Rebuilt Engines, Heads, and Cranks Exchange
Also Flycutting & Line Boring

293-4619
Call for Appointment
1713 ANGELA ST. NO. 1SAN JOSE
110 minutes from S.J.S.U.) Open Saturdays 10 till 5

L
CpAN
GIVE
BLOOD.

Nancy Price

-After 14 years of being
overweight, I’d tried
just about every diet
ever invented. But in
just a few weeks with
Dr. Alperin, I lost 40
pounds at a surprisingly low cost. And the
special maintenance
program not only kept
the pounds off, but the
inches came off and
stayed off, too!"

mon cssayi

Kevin Aspell and Doug Ferrari act "disgustingly funny."

film scenes to fit their tapes.
They
are
currently
polishing up their live act,
and appeared last month at
the Boarding House in San
Francisco. They like the
feedback a live audience
gives.
"Ninety per cent of our
material we did on faith
without getting any reaction," Ferrari said.
"We had an indication
because we would take
people down to the station
and play the tapes," Hanna
said. "It was just a matter of
how many people would like
it and how much they would
like it."
People are definitely liking
it. Record promoters who
have heard their shows told
the choir the material is all
"album quality," and a
representative of SRO, the
company behind KSJO, is
talking about syndicating the
shows nationwide.
"We never sere sure if it
was faith," Hansen said, "or
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Wyatt throws 3 hitter;
Spartan nine win pair

Golfers break marks
in Stanford tourney
By Randy Fre)
The ninth annual Stanford
University U.S. Collegiate
Golf Tournament turned out
to be a weekend of record
setting golf in Palo Alto.
place
second
SJSU,
finisher in each of the
tournament’s first eight
events, finally broke loose of
whatever was holding it back
and blistered Stanford Golf
Course in record setting
form to bring home the
team’s first tournament win
of the year.
The Spartans finished nine
shots ahead of the second
place Cardinals, winners of
six of the previous eight
titles.
SJSU’s top four golfers
averaged 72.25 shots in the
54-hole event to finish at a
record 870, two strokes
better than the old mark set
in 1970 by host Stanford.

Another record was tied by
Stanford ace Mike Peck, who
chipped in for a birdie on the
par three 17th hole for a final
round 71.
Peck finished the 54 holes
in 212 shots, the same score
recorded in 1971 by Tom
Watson, now a premier
golfer on the pro tour.
Spartan golfer Scott Hoyt
gave Peck a scare when he
birdied the 14th, 15th and
16th holes to pull even with
the eventual winner.
But Hoyt finished with a
par and a bogie and settled
for second place honors with
a 214.
Freshman Don Levin fired
a final round 67 and finished
third at 216, while Don
Thames, individual leader
after the second round,
soared to a 79 on the last 18 to
finish 10th at 220.

By Wayne Mize
Playing some of its best
baseball of the season, the
SJSU nine defeated the
University of Pacific, 6-0,
Friday
at
Municipal
Stadium.

Terry Beardsley equaled
Thames’ effort with a consistent 73-70-77.
Stanford led by five
strokes after Thursday’s
first round when their top
four golfers combined for a
three-under par total of 281.

Saturday at Stockton, in a
twinbill against Pacific, the
Spartans came away with a
split, winning the first game
5-4 and dropping the second,
11-1.

But Thames and Beardsley both fired one-under par
70’s in the second round and
the Spartans roared back
from their five stroke deficit
to take a five shot lead after
two.

By Mike Rexroad
Completing their second
shutout in a row, the SJSU
tennis team drubbed UCDavis 9-0 on the winner’s
court as Hank Pfister made
his 1976 Spartan debut.
Pfister, out the majority of
the season with an ankle
injury, returned triumphantly to team with John
llursh and win in the No. 2
doubles spot 6-0, 6-1.
Coach Butch Krikorian
was optimistic on Pfisters’
partial return, expecting the
All-American to be ready for
the NCAA championships at
Corpus Christi, Texas in one
month.
"There’s no doubt about
it," said Krikorian, "Hank
will definitely be playing."
"We’re figuring him to be
at about 95 per cent healthwise when the nationals
begin."
One certain way to insure
Pfisters’ complete return is
to let him play on clay court
surfaces. Krikorian notes the

Santa Clara sweeps doubleheader

JV baseball team pins Gators
By Sue Trevarthen
The JV baseball team had a busy weekend, beating San
Francisco State University 7-6 on Thursday, then losing 7-5
and 21-1 to Santa Clara University Sunday afternoon at Buck
Shaw Stadium.
This afternoon the Spartans will host St. Mary’s College at
2 at South Campus on 10th Street.
Thursday’s game against SFSU featured four pitchers.
Doug Reiton started for the first time in three weeks and was
relieved by Dave Valenzuela in the eighth inning.
Valenzuela gave up three runs, bringing the score to 6-4,
and his spot on the mound to Ken Orpatelli.
Orpatelli struck out two and gave up a run in the bottom of
the eighth.
In the top of the ninth with the score tied 6-6 and runners on
first and second with one out, ace Doug Graef came in to end
the inning by getting the next two batters to ground out.
Big save
Greet had to save the game under trying circumstances.
Catcher Dan Zanotto had a foot-long rip in the seat of his
pants so Graef gave him the safety pin that was holding his
pants on tighter.
While Zanotto was running to first base he lost the pin.
Therefore, Graef had to worry about his pants while saving
the game.
The Spartans scored the winning run when Mark Raushnot
doubled and advanced on Bruce Ankeny’s single.
Raushnot took a big lead off of third, and the pitcher threw
the ball over in an attempt to keep him close to the base. The
throw was low and got through the baseman and went out of
play.
Rules state that when a hall goes out of play all runners
advance one base.

Raushnot scored the winning run on the error, and Graef
gets credit for the win.
In the first game of Sunday’s doubleheader Graef gave up
eight hits, and sew... runs.
Santa Clara got on the scoreboard first and stayed on top
for the whole game.
Broncos stomp
The Broncos scored four runs in the first inning and three
runs in the fifth, leaving three men stranded on the bases in
that inning.
SJSU put three on the board in the third inning when Al
Sever walked, Raushnot singled and Bruce Ankeny blasted
one over the rightfield fence driving in three runs.
The Spartans scored one more run in the fourth and
seventh but couldn’t catch Santa Clara.
The second game wasn’t even close.
SCU had 21 hits on the way to rousting southpaw starter
Mark Larson.
The Broncos put six runs on the board in the first inning,
four in the second then Larson was relieved by Orpatelli.

Warriors lose to Detroit
The Golden State Warriors
dropped a 106-102 NBA
playoff decision to the
Detroit Pistons last night in
Detroit, deadlocking the best
of seven series at two games
apiece.
The action will now move
Oakland
back to the

Coliseum Arena tomorrow
night, with game six
scheduled for Friday night in
Detroit. If a seventh game is
necessary the Warriors, by
virtue of having the best
record in NBA regular
season play, will have the
home court advantage

SPRING DOUBLES ELIMINATIONS
FRIDAY,
APRIL 30
2:30 PM

Two bowlers per team
handicap (80% of 200)
Trophies and bowling balls
for 1st Place
Bowling bags for 2nd
Free games for 3rd thru 8th

Entry Fee
$5.00 per team
information & signups at the desk

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA 277-3226
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Don Levin surveys chip shot

Third baseman Gary
Bayer feasted on the Tiger
pitching, hitting two triples
and a double, driving in two
runs.

Pfister aids netters in beating Davis

Glen Simpson

Career Planning ay,
Placement
offers
41
formation on school distric;
and teaching jobs oversew
at its Information Center
Building Q near the Businee
Tower.

Newman-

The Spartans will leave
tomorrow for Arizona and
the Sun Devil-Thunderbird
Golf Classic at McCormick
Ranch Palm Golf Course in
Scottsdale.

SJSU’s No. 1 player Joe Meyers shows form on backhand.

Teacher inf4

Friday,
righthander
$4411214141-111********** 41 JO 41** .ss 4-16141.104asuiti
Charlie Wyatt, using a
ToNIGHr
HM11 OS Iii It
blazing fastball and good
control, shut out the Tigers
on three hits while going the
Paul
*
distance.
Sdl Mitre()
1 OM
Spartans click
11
It was one of the few
t
games where the defense
4
and pitching clicked at the i
4
same time as the SJSU inAdm 81 8:00 pot
field turned three double i
presented by Israeli Student
plays.
organization 8. Jewish Stoden,

Coach Jerry Vrooni has
seen his team fold in the final
round twice this year, but the
Spartans didn’t buckle at
Stanford.

to,14o.

SJSU will face St Marilht
College at 7:30 tonight in
PAL Stadium.
te

on Raphael’s performance,
saying, "Randy had a walk
problem and was getting
behind on the hitters. Then
he would have to put one
down the middle. It’s just
one of those things."
"Randy’s a freshman and
is gonna be a great pitcher if
he can just keep his confidence," said Menges.
SJSU is now 3-11 in conference play and 16-31
overall.

clay surface will help Pfister
his
ankle
strengthen
whereas SJSU’s hard exterior could be a hinderance.
With Pfister being selected
as one of two United States
amateur players to play in
Japan in an amateur tournament which highlights
clay courts, he will get all the
clay possible.

Ignoring his own accomplishments, Bayer felt
that Wyatt was the game
star.
"It was the best game
Charlie’s pitched all year
He looked really good. It’s
easy to win with pitching like
that," said Bayer.

Krikorian termed Pfister’s
progress as "coming along
real well."

Team hustles
Gene
Menges
Coach
handed out pladits to the
whole team, "Our guys
hustled real well and played
their best game in a long
time. Luis Bayol played a
helluva game at shortstop.
starting three double plays
and Bayer’s really been on a
hitting binge."

Pfister will join his teammates today for a rematch
with UC-Berkeley that
Krikorian estimates as
"tough."

Saturday, the Spartans got
good pitching and defense in
the first game with righthander Steve Friar going the
rout.

Pfister leaves tomorrow
and is expected to return
early next week.

"This is one we really
want," intoned the net
mentor, "we always have
difficulty beating Cal at
Cal."
The Spartans have decided
to forego the upcoming
California State Championships in order to ready themselves for the PCAA tournament at CSU Fullerton, May
7-8.
The netters close dual
meet action tomorrow
against Foothill Junior
College at 2:30 p.m, on the
Spartan Courts.

Friar scattered 12 hits but
was "tough in the rough,"
according to first baseman
Jay Peryam.
"Steve gave up 12 hits but
looked good when he had to
We turned a couple of double
plays and got him out of
trouble," said Peryam.
Spartans trounced
In the second game the
Tigers reaped a little
revenge trouncing the
Spartans 11-1.
Randy Raphael started for
the Spartans and was the
losing pitcher.

in
i FILM SERIES
California Law Institute
at Santa Barbara

Now accepting applications for
Summer Session
Starting June 29, 1976
Fall Term -commencing September 7, 1976
Degree programs
California
’ or
, TED
Lev .TRANSFER STUDENTS Au.T.EP
1.0e ot toll
"

.

Law School Campu

11’1

2034 Alameda Padre Serra
Sanla Barbara Co 93103
Ph 805 963 1567

You’ve Got to See These!
1 A,sociated Students Present

W@_d
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Bite the Bullet
Gene Hackman in a cframa set in the early
1900’s about an endurance horse race
131 minutes

April 28
50E 3:30 7:00 10:00 50e
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Next Week

Love arid Death

Associated Students and New College present

Films of Luis Buriuel

Simon
del Desierto
April 29
Free!
7:00
Free!
Education Bldg Room #100
Next Week: Retie de Jour

Coach Menges commented

bands, relays,
parties, earthball.

this week is

spartan week
april 26-30
kick off with Krazy George
events everyday on campus
all proceeds to benefit
the U.S. Olympic Committee
raffle
dances,celebrities,beer chug
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Weeks, Gruber snap records
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Gray Buetzow, David Hokyo and Mike McGrathIL-R) rise to block a shot against Chico.

Spikers lose but still qualify
or*

By Steve Soares
The SJSU volleyball team,
ke a presidential candidate
ho falls a few electoral
tes short of nomination
ter a season long camign, lost to Stanford in the
orthern
California
’collegiate championship ’riday evening in Maples
’avillion.
The Spartans, who posted
regular season record of
9-2 and then won the seminal match against Chico by
score of 2-1 on Friday afernoon, lost the chamionship in two straight
ames to the Cardinals by 153 and 15-11 scores.
A crowd of over 500 people
aw the Cardinals take
ommand from the outset of
he first match as SJSU was
rustrated the entire evening
y the setting and spiking of
.tanford ace Tom Duraldi.
Fittingly enough the final
oint of the match was
egistered when Duraldi
locked a shot into the
partan backcourt.
Spartans qualify
The Spartans had sonic
onsolation however as they
ualified for the state finals
1 San Luis Obispo early next
sonth by making the finals.
Included in the state
olleyball
championships
rill be national powerhouses
;CIA and Long Beach State.
In the first match at
.tanford the Spartans
,uickly fell behind 4-0 before
he offense finally got into
dim.
A bad spike by Stanford
ollowed by a Willie So spike
nd a spike and block by
;ray Buetzow brought the
.partans back to tie the
core at 4-4.
At his point the script for
Ile entire match was written
s after the furious Spartan
oineback SJSU would seen)
ll run out of gas just before
Acing the lead.
Shariar Malakiman gave
he Spartans their first of
illy two leads the entire
vening at 8-7, when he
xploded a spike to the backourt off a perfect set from
landy Feranna.
Moments later with the
core knotted at 9-9, Scott
okNeil gave the Spartans
heir last lead of the evening
vhen he placed a spike to the
ight side of the Cardinal
ront line which was blocked
ut of bounds.
SJSU falls behind
The Spartans once again
ell behind 3-11 but conecutive dink shots by Bob
hGrazia and Malakiman
.rought SJSU even with the
’ardinals for the final time
he rest of the evening.
Duraldi put an end to any
,partan visions of victory in
he first match as he placed
beautiful dink over the
JSU blockers and made a
erfect short set for the final
wo Cardinal points.
"The reason we lost this
hatch was because Stanford
onsistently made the

....,
...:.
....
..
’.

Tr

11

second and third efforts. We
did not," said Spartan player
coach Mel Nishida.
Fans hoped for repeat
All of the SJSU fans were
hoping for a repeat performance from earlier in the
season when the Spartans
pinned the only defeat on
Stanford, 3-2, after SJSU lost
the opening game.
But the Cardinals must
have kept this fact in the
back of their minds as they
killed all realistic hope of a
championship for SJSU

when they jumped out to a 71 lead in the second and final
game.
Despite some outstanding
individual plays by McGrath
and Feranna the closest the
Spartans could get to the
Cardinals was 10-7.
-The
Cardinals just
seemed more together and
we just didn’t respond to the
situation," said Nishida.
Beside the state championship next month the
SJSU volleyball team has
been invited to compete in

Last second bucket
highlights cage finals
The three champions of
intramural basketball were
finally decided last Friday at
Spartan Gym.
In "A" league, Eric Lowe
dished off a pass to teammate George Golden who
converted a lay-up with one
second left in the game and
spark Black Exodus to a 5150 victory over the Player’s.
Golden hit his last nine
shots of the game and wound
up with 23 for the game
Lowe added 13. Gerald
Small, a cornerback on
SJSU’s football team, scored
18 for the Players in a losing
effort.
In "B" league, the
Warriors beat Tu Sabes,
behind the 18 point effort of

2513 Winchester Blvd.
.108

Reggie Pryor. The game was
close until the very end.
In "C" league Mixed
Company demolished the
Conquistadors 74-41. Jim
West and Tom Sukup scored
19 apiece for Mixed Company. Mark Lehman, the
leading scorer in the league,
was held to 14.

ON
66 S. First St, 294-3100
Tue.-Wed.

13AMERA

Dustin Hoffman ’s
LENNY
Marlon Etrando in
LAST TANGO
IN PARIS

STUDENTS $1.50

Campbell
974-7777

Ca.

95008

SALE
X-C Ski Gear
& Hiking Boots

SAN JOSE ART

Free magatine-Truth of Life
(positive thinking) magazine 293
1588 (9 a m to 5 p.m
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUCCES new
hours! Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs
11AM 8PM. Fri. 11AM8PM without
band. With band til 12.00 AM
Reduced prices during happy hours.
46 daily: S cents off glass, 15 cents
Ott pitcher. The Spartan Pub home
of the 12 oz. draught, edibles,
notables. potables, peanuts! Hours
for the Great Savory Soup. Salad
and Sandwich Society are 11AM
IPM Monday Friday
GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 8 p.m. at the Women’s
Center. 20 to 50 gay men use their
common bond to learn, laugh, talk
and grow together Be all you can.
attend
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports Dissertations Marianne
Tarnberg 137 EScObar Ave Phone
356 4248, Los Gatos
Sexual Pleasure Workshop for
Women, Saturday, March 17, 126
p.m. $10. Sign up in the A.S. Business
Office Sponsored by A S Leisure
Services, 277 7973
intermediate Self.Defense. MW 6.30
8:00p.m MO. Class begins March 79.
Sign up in AS. Business Office,
Sponsored by A.S. Leisure Services
277.7973.
_
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Stuff
envelopes 550 per 100, immediate
earnings send stamped addressed
envelope to LEA Si, PD. Box 6211.
Morro Bay, CA 93442.
Seperate bldg. bus. office, 400 sq. it
inc. 3 desks, filing cab . counters.
cats., air <gnu sink. ref ., water 8.
parking. 275 E. William. Intl. 499S
7th, 295 5362 or 786.4362.
_
"WHAT 15 IT?"
THE NEWEST NOSTALGIA RAGE!
ALL THE STARS ARE DOING IT.
Good Exercise
Firms Muscles
Mental Stimulation
Great for Coordination
Wonderful "Parlor Trick"
to Entertain Your Friends
A Good Way to Meet Interesting
Active Men and Women
IT IS TAP DANCING FOR ADULTS
classes Forming Now 4 years add
UP
otSER DANCE STUDIO 243 4834
ap Acrobatics Jun Hawaiian taught

Friday Flicks! Compulsive gamblers
will enjoy CALIFORNIA SPLIT
about two guys trying to make their
fortune in one trip to Vegas land 10
p m Friday at Morris Daily Aud SO
ents Another serve, project of

Relax,
or you won’t
feel a thing

DRAFTINC) AM.) I ITECTS ENII3INFER5 C;RAPHIC: )

Student Dental Plan-Enroll "now.
Applications and information
Associated Students office or 371
6811.

NT
$750 SPELLING TOUR
think you can spell? Enter
for he
tun& it &maybe win enough can to
uo to Europe this summer. Or Pay
your rent for next semester. or...?
Limited entries available
First
come, first serve Baffle Dipole’s
179 4380

all X-C and Vasque
Whitney hiking boots
20% off

artist materials

announcements

Perfect flea market situation, sell off
discontinued planter inventory. 294
6676

any pair of
synthetic skis
except Rossignol $49

Shredded Foam Rubber
SO cents 10. --no limit
293.7954

.....

Scales.Scales.Scales all
kinds
Tribeams (triple beams). Harvard
trip balance, portable type counter
balance, water level gram scale
many others Best Prices (Also
other paraphernalia I BODEGA OF
SPAIN. 1040 N Ith, 795 7438
1970 VW bug, excellent condition, low
mileage 51500 Call 266139)
/2 MOB GT excellent cOnd 53700. 997
0557 wkends. evenings

PAINT & WALLPAPER

Craig AC DC Cassette Tape Recorder
rophone and
with carrying ,ase
earplug 1.40 Call fan 771 7900 .722

365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
941 3600
MT VIEW

71.1" Raleigh ,onmelition Reynolds
511 D B Frame 5225. 717 1058

87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
SAN JOSE
249 8700

Now I’m getting the feel of
it," he said.
Just before his recordsetting toss on his second
attempt of the day, Weeks
had a feeling it would be his
best effort of the year.
"Just before that second
throw, I said to myself, ’I’m
gonna break the school
record and make it to the
Olympic trials,’ " he said.
The mark needed to
qualify for the Olympic trials
is 196-10, so Weeks has made
it.
Riggs, commenting on his
weightman’s performance,
said, "Mike is a competitor.
He looked real good. I knew
he’d break through some
day."
Weeks wasn’t the only
Spartan to qualify for the
Olympic trials.
Freshman Dedy Cooper,
improving steadily every
week, turned in his fastest
time of the season in the 110meter hurdles against some
of the top hurdlers in the
country. His time was 13.6.
The top-notch field included Pacific-Eight Conference champion James
Owens of U(’LA. Jerry

Wilson, the No. 2 rated
hurdler in the world last year
and well-known Tommie Lee
White.
Cooper started off the
blocks slow but managed to
catch Owens on the sixth
hurdle to win going away.
SJSU sprint coach Larry
Livers explained that Cooper
was just too consistent for
the other sprinters.
"Cooper didn’t start great
but he was _able to catch up
because he was so powerful
the whole race," Livers said.
Livers was more im-

pressed with his 440-yard
relay team.
The teani of Mike Farmer,
Don Livers, Bob Triplett and
Ron Whitaker placed second
behind the Maccabi Track
Club, but turned in their best
time of the year, 40.1.
A mix-up in handoffs cost
them a chance of winning the
race and in the process go
under 40.0 for the first time
this year.
"We were leading by three
yards when Triplett missed
the hand-off to Whitaker in
his first try," Livers said.

California Bach Society
Edwin Flath, Music Director
presents

MASS IN B MINOR
J.S. BACH
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA
MISSION CHURCH
Wendy Emerson Robert Bernard
Miriam Abramowitsch Dale Emde
Tuesday, May 4 8:00 p.m.
Tickets, SJSU ASU Box Office & BASS
$3 general, $2 students & seniors
May 2 Stanford Memorial Church 7:30 P.m.)

classifieds

Friday Flick! Compulsive gamblers
will enioy CALIFORNIA SPLIT,
about two guys trying to make their
fortune in one trip to Vegas. land 10
p.m. Friday at Morris Daily Aud. SO
cents. Another service project of
Alpha Phi Omega.

Any pair of
wooden skis $39

1MT5jp

the Western volleyball
championships May 8 at UC
Berkeley.

By Tarun Patel
Mac Wilkins’ world record
discus throw of 226-11 wasn’t
the only record set at the Mt.
San Antonio College Relays
last Saturday.
SJSU senior Mike Weeks
set a new school record in the
same event with a toss of 1996, eclipsing John Powell’s old
record of 195-0 set in 1969.
In addition, distance man
Dan Gruber set an SJSU
record in the 5000 meters
with a time of 14:03.4. He
also ran a lifetime best
13:34.6 in the three-mile run,
surpassing his previous best
by 24 seconds.
Although Gruber finished
sixth in the 5,000 meter race,
he was the first U.S.
collegian to cross the finish
line.
Weeks,
a
Material
Sciences major by way of
Mesa Community College,
credited assistant coach Don
Riggs for his effort.
"Coach Riggs has been
helping me all year with my
technique and it finally paid
off," Weeks said.
"After he started helping
me I started knowing what I
needed to do to do better.

BUNDY i oronet A I rise good ion
dition. excel Mr beg or .nt nlaver
545 or best offer 319 1141

Amazing but True. ,cumea Pigs raised
by fox in the wilds of Los Gatos See
them, feel them, buy them. IC 206
518$2
Desk with removable bookcase and
chair S100. Studio bed set with
corner table $115. Gene organ,
either S625 or trade for piano. Call
997 3751, nights.
Motobecane Mires* 10 speed. 21 in
rnen’s bike. new, must sell, 5130. tall
446 1931.

Have any skills to share? A S le,sure
Services needs teachers for our fall
program, hang gliding, crochet.
inkleloorn and cardweaving, stain
glass, leather, macrame, stitchery,
quilting, sand painting, rug pun
chine Other programs would be
welcome Stop by A.S. Leisure
services or call 277 2973 Deadline
date is May 7.

housing

4 Dunlop Tires. L60 060 II. Good cond
520 apiece; after 5 p.m 998 4581
Girls 3 speed Schwinn bike Excellent
condition 535. Live rabbit fryers
538.4 each. Easy to take care of .
Good eaten.
UPRIGHT PIANO.S700
21" COLOR TV 135
Or 11GREEN RUG S.35
PAUL 287 2652r0 379 4380
_
Motorcycle-1974 Suzuki GT 185.
Excellent mechanical condition.
One owner. S400.00 293 1386
Movie Camera, 17 mm, reflex, ex
treinely sharp lens on turret. film,
tripods, shoulder brace. 5450. 298
4092

help wanted
Need Xtra Money? imini,,ale Part
time openings available Tel.
solicitors and foot canvassers.
Contact Brad Williams Irene Co 70.1
E Gish Rd 998 1554
RECEPTIONIST, sales girls. we
train, afternoons: must be sociable
&good with figures. Apply daily Ito
1 pm. 41 107 E Santa Clara St .. near
cm, 7 blocks SJSU
KARE FOR KIDS is in need of
families willing to provide homes for
children with behavioral problems.
We provide continuous professional
assistance and training in behavior
modification to our families
Payment is S160 per month. Single
Parents and alternate lifestyles
acceptable. Call 258 9617.
Parttime lob-S3.50 hr 2020 hrs wk
Marketing oriented Call Bruce
Gossett at 4460112.
COUPLE to manage small business
OK if one works elsewhere Ex
perience perferrecl 245 8233 or 578
5363
Female nude models needed to
illustrate book on posing for
photography. Call David Kohler at
226 5174
Experienced Presser Men’s
Clothing. Part Time Only, Call 293
7420
DRIVERSTOCK CLERK, steady.
Part time work 4 hours daily (hours
adjustable I on Mondays. Wed
nesdays and Thursdays. in frozen
food warehouse and city deliveries
07 15 hr Neat appearance. good
droving record 798 4900
Peninsula family wants responsible
summer
wife
and
husband
camp
mountain
caretakers,
beautiful High Sierra lake Light
duties. tune for hiking, swimming,
fishing. reading S150 month plus
food,
and
accommodations,
mileage Camping experience, car.
references required Send letter and
snapshot to Camp Caretaker, Post
Office Box 2345, Menlo Park. Ca
94025 for prompt response
Sign Painter wanted, trade for
equipment Call Jay at Skyline
SPOrts 265 2662
ARCADE -53 SO hr M F. PT FT
Make change, serve sodas Nice
place, nice clientele Must like kids
Hours are adiustable. Dipple’s 379
1300

ROOM FOR RENT. Clean. private,
S55 mo IS up 468 5 6th St 09123t2.
Kitch env.
ROOMS.Kitchen privileges males on
ty. Clean and quiet, prefer non
smokers. 617 So 6th St. after 1 pm
Beautiful rooms near campus. Men 99 5 9th St from 75 mo , kit. priv.,
797 9816, Girls -280 5. 10th across
Bus. Bldg., from 65-ino., shared. 99
mo. pot. Kit prig Ph 2199035 or
278 1760
I brim rpm
blk SJSU 5160.
Clean quiet, parking, 439 S. 4th St.
293 6099 Or 297 7289 Pravin or
Mustafa.
One bedroom furnished apt. SaSS I lth
St 5155.00 Nice building. good
Parking. bike storage. 293 1283 or
736 0701
Want to buy a home? Let Alameda
Reality help you find one. Call
salesman Dave Selland. at 292.2984.
It ,min. dash to class. Apply now for
fall & summer session. AAA turn.
&!s: built in oven range, disci.
priv bale across from Duncan
Hall: 230E San Salvador St. Ask for
J B 294 6028
A delightfull place to live, ping Peng,
volleyball, coeducational, dish
washer, radar oven, extra clean.
extra quiet, one block from campus
at 234 So. if lb Phone 94434103. 585
per month.
Wanted House Rental. 3 hr May June
thru September for visiting Scientist
(IBM) 8. family Phone 354 1849.
(Los Gatos Area Preferred 1
Furnished Apt for rent. One bedroom.
reasonable, summer rates Quiet
Tidy Ph day 286 8879. nite 2958751
ATTENTION-One Winn furnished
apt for rent, clean. quiet Water 8.
garbage pd Tenant parking, close to
campuu Summer rates. Avail Call
292 5956 or 294 7332
House for rent. 5 W. 7., bath, no pets
Fireplace, large kitchen Firs! ft last
mo rent Call 2461230 Ask for Dan
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER Men’s studio apt w kit detached
bth. 595 One rim fur girl. 540 Call
247 904.4
Are youimoving?
i need a quiet. secure 1 or 1 bedroom
place with garage Will pay a tinders
fee Leave message at DMH 228
Separate bldg. bus office 400 sq ft
inc 3 desks, filing cab., counters,
cats.. air coed . Sink, ref water 8.
Parking. 775 E William Ing. 499 S.
7th, 2955362 or 2684362
_ .
Roommate wanted to share huge 3
WM. den,? be places, patio. sewing
room, own room 5105 mo for
responsible non smoking fml Call
Jeri or .luch 767 5061
Summer Rates
Furnished 2 br ?bath S165
Furnished 3 br /balls 8100
Heated Pool
Applications Being Accepted
The 470 Apartments
41050 11th St
287 7590
Need female roommate for 5th St
apartment Pool, laundry and rec
room MS ino Phone 293 6407 aft 10
p yr

Large $tudio tor rent Electricity and
water provided S50.Mo Art only, no
live int 793 7464
Woman 0019-1 bdrm older style 2nd
floor apt w front 8 rear porch Very
close to campus Avail for 6 mo
5165 mo It Lail 550 total deposits
Furnished means rugs, piano,
standard variety of household
furniture. color TV, plants. phone.
etc Comes with or *0 26 Yr old
male now occupying premises Paul
287 2657 or 379 4380
FOR RENT: June 15 to Aug. 31. all
furn. 3 brms, 3 baths home. 5500 00
month includes all utilities. Ph 14
6391

lost and found
Found Pocket Calculator call and
describe at 732 2184 Ask for Magda

personals
GO DOWN. A student operated,
student oriented backpacking base
’snow open. Jackets. parkas, vests
and
most
other
outdoor
Paraphenalia at prices geared fOr
student pocket books Located
around the corner from Peanuts at
75 S 7th St in the rear 998 1921. T
Th 1 5 p m SY fi Sat 100. Fri 10 1
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports dissertations. Marianne
Tamberg, 137 Escobar Ave Phone
356 4248, Los Gatos
OUSPENSKY-GURDJIEFF
Palo Alto Center
Now accept ing students. Call 326 9255
Ogle brother or sister entering college
in a few years? Help your parents
provide for their education costs too
(No Fee). Waddell and Reed, Inc
247.8200 Arlene Gilmore
TEACHERS! Need help planning your
retirement? California Teachers
Association provides a good annuity,
but how does it stack up against
inflation and the rising cost of
living? (No Fee) Arlene Gilmore
Waddell and Reed, Inc 247 8200
FRIENDSHIP OFFER
Friendly guy seeks female friends
Please call 298 7158
DISSATISFIED. FRUSTRATED?
Write. TJG, Box 2041, 5 J 95159
(Donations appreciated, but not
required.)
Are you moving?
I need a quiet. secure 1 or 2 bedroom
place with garage Will pay a binders
tee Leave message at DAM1 728
- - Ian,
looking for a young woman to be
friends with. Call 298 2308. Voice
defect, nose patient
Friday Flicks! Compulsive gamblers
will enjoy CALIFORNIA SPLIT
about two guys trying to make thew
fortune in one trip to Vegas land 10
pm Friday at Morris Daily Aud SO
cents Another service project of
Alpha Phi Omega

SP,- V ICE’S
SECS-Sexs Education and Coon
seling Services Need help with sex
problems? Or lust have qeestions?
New free sec counseling services on
rainpus tor all students, gay.
straight, or bisexuals Call 7177968
Or drop by Building K for in
or appo.ntmerts Con
tm
Or oti
fidentialon
ialserc,ce Term
North relies,
papers resumes, theses, senior
prolects, letters 15 cents per page
and up Fast aci. orate reasonable
262 1923
Massage and Sauna Bath. Student
rates 198 1603. Sainte Claire Hotel

Send your message
the best way
the Spartan Daily

Wedding Consultants will bring you
personal service at the lowest
prices. Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look for your wedding. You
can also design a special memory
with our invitations. custom veils,
and other wedding items. Order one
wall A special gift with your floral
order Call Lou’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment. 378.1044
eves
-Expo,. typist for 515U students and
business Nan 267 3119_ Short
Notice
From loose sheet originals. Self Serve
IBM comes w free sorting between
available at. KOPI
96 p.m
SYSTEMS. 322E Santa Clara St (1
folk from campus) 294 0600 or leave
your work for us to make. ISO cents
minimum sale
Typing ISM 60 N 3. No. 823 Ph
1355

257

GETTING MARRIED? Discount
flowers guarantees you the most
beautiful bridal bouquets and
wedding decoratiOns Whether your
wedding is a small one or a large
one, you should know we have been
saving our customers 30.50 percent
Off florist prices! Why Pay more for
less. Complete Floral Service-12
years experience. Call fcr free
estimate Ph 996 1252
CASH FOR QUALITY USED BOOKS
8. RECORDS Recycle Bookstore. 98
E San Fernando Corner of led and
San Fernando 0286 627?
COLLEGIATE TYPING-5EL EC
TR IC II, TURABIAN METHODS
THESES, TERM PAPERS MIS
SION. SJ FREMONT AREA 797
6375 JUDY
10 YRS EXPER, TYPING EDITING
PAPERS
FAST. ACCURATE
FORMER ENG TEACHER CALL
244 6444 af ter 6 30 MAR Y BR YNER
PORTRAITS: In your home or other
suitable location Reasonable rates.
Call Oso del Mar PhOtOgraphy at
353 3600 Or appointment or in
fOr motion
TERM PAPER: Bogged down writing
tern, papers? Don’t panic! For help
call 2017029 or 259 1238
SKYLINE AVIATION
Want to learn to fly, We offer private
through cri! 5150 SeaPtane and
Ground School Expert instruction
and low rates Demo ride, 15 00
Entire private pilot course. 100000
Skyline Aviation 751 3560
TYPING, FAST AND EXPERI
ENCED. TERM PAPERS. THE
SES. ETC 7608611
TShirts screen printed tor your team,
what
have
vou
group. or
Reasonable rites For specifics call
John Jensen. 279 1092 evenings
JAZZ DANCING
Good Exercise Firms Muscles
Mentally Stimulating Improve.
Coordination
And e "Boogie to All the Latest Mus
Beginners Intermediate Advanced
Teen seers and Adultsonly
Kaiser Dance Studio 243434
Tap Acrobatics Jazz Havveai
Taught also

=I=
Ride needed to school from Santa Cruz
MWF for 7 30 class and or return
7 30 or later Call Jack 462 1371
EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA..
SPAIN TAHITI MEXICO AFRI
CA CENTRAL. SOUTH, AND LAT
AMERICA STUDENT
IN
D EURAIL AND BRITRAIL
MOO
PASSES WORK ABROAD
CARDS TRANSATLANI tr
TEL
SHIPS STUDENT TOURS WITH,
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS INSURANCE FREE
TRAVEL INFO Contact Roy B
Davis 14011) 454 1111 at Student
Travel Services IfOrmerly Student
Services West). 236 N Santa Cruz.
No 114. Los Gatos, Ca 99330
LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS 10
LONDON. PARIS. AMSTERDAM
FRANKFURT. ZURICH GLAS
GOW. DUpLIN, SHANNON, BRUS
SELS. MADRID. AND HONG
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON
JUNE 18 FOR 76 DAYS 5439. RI
SEP 2nd BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL. 937 SARATOGA AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95119. TEL 146 5252
..... fling? Almost free by driving a
car for us to your icily 759 5512 Gas
21 yes old
Auto
allowance
Oriveaway Co
A women and her 0 yr OKI would like
tO travel to Oregon or Canada this
summer 11 you’d like to spend a
mellow summer shoring eepertses
driving and adventure. please call
meat 2934839

1’. Igo, 1i A p

’
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Gay ’slave’ boss
trains ’victims’
for subjugation

By Kevin McCarthy
"I got sick and tired of how
I was put down as a gay and I
decided to get even," said
Mel Wald, a "master" in San
Francisco’s
sado-masochistic gay community. Wald
spoke to administration of
justice Assistant Professor
Tom McNerney ’s police
investigation class Friday.
McNerney asked Wald to
speak to help his class
with
familiar
become
investigacounter-culture
tion.
Wald is working with San
Francisco Police Chief
Charles Gain to help solve
four homosexual murders
that have occurred around
Folsom Street, San Francisco’s gay bar district.
his
Wald
brought
"traveling dungeon," a
suitcase full of $2,000 worth
of "equipment," and slides
of him and a "slave" in
action, to the speech, leaving
the audience laughing,
amazed and informed.
His "equipment" included
harnesses, dildos, leashes,
collars, handcuffs and
thumbcuffs, penis and
testicle attachments, blindfolds, a whip he called "the
corrector" and a paddle
labeled "the board of
education."
special
education
A
teacher for handicapped

Journalism student
wins Hearst award
Hay Manley, SJSU jouriialisni student, won second
place in the March spot news
i%riting competition sponsored nationally by the
William Randolph Hearst
Foundation.
Manley will receive a $600
scholarship, and SJSU a
matching amount, for his
April 30, 1975, story on the
occupation of Economic
Department Chairman
.lames Willis’ office by more
than 40 students.
The occupation lasted
more than two and one-half
hours before the students
peacefully left.
The MOO received by the
university will be placed iii

the Journalism Department
scholarship fund,
Manley was the fine arts
editor of the Spartan Daily in
the spring of 1975. He won
first place in feature story
competition in March from
Interthe
California
collegiate Press Association
for a story about a rapist.
First place in the Hearst
competition went to Ron
Ruggless, a University of
Nebraska sophomore. He
and his (.chool each will
receive $1,200.
Sniffen,
William
University of Kansas senior,
won $500 for himself and the
university by taking third
place.

’Pain, hurniliation
a part of training’

masochism as a power trip
but "for every 15 ’masters,"
there are 15 reasons."
Wald owns a ranch in
Guerneville where he trains
"slaves."
Asked how he recruits
"slaves," he said, "People
hear about it and get interested," noting that all
"slaves" voluntarily enter
into servitude.
The process of entering
into servitude begins with a
prospective "slave" submitting a letter and resume.
All prospective "slaves"

Campus police
commend two
for arrest aid
University l’olice Chief
Earnest Quinton
commended Auxiliary Enterprises parking officers Joe
Rojo and Jerry Warmsley
recently for their aid in
alleged
capturing
an
juvenile auto thief and an
alleged auto burglar during
spring vacation.
Rojo called the University
Police after seeing the
juvenile allegedly breaking
into the entering a car last
Wednesday.
Rojo and Warmsley were
on patrol last Tuesday when
they allegedly saw a man
break into a car. They held
him until the University
l’olice arrived.

Scientist criticizes aura photos
A Navy scientist said
Kirlian photography needs
more investigation and
research before it can be
applied to the many
possibilities mentioned,
Gary
Kent
Poock,
associate professor at the
Naval Postgraduate School
in Monterey, said, "It is not a
cure-all as the Soviets have
clain led. "
Kirlian photography was
developed in the Soviet
Union and has been used in
medicine and agriculture
there. It is supposed to detect
energy "auras."
Poock said discoveries on
its use in the U.S. "will come
first from the non-human
areas because human beings
have more variables."
Kirlian photography can
be applied to working with
metal, Poock said.
It could be used to show
metal impurities and small

punctures or holes in metal.
he said.
The Soviets claim Kirlian
photography can detect
cancer six months before
any other medical test,
Poock said.

must undergo a complete
certain
and
physical
psychological tests. They
also have their educational
employment
and

children, and a former officer in the secret service
division of the Israeli
Military Police, Wald said
some people get into sado-

backgrounds checked by
their prospective masters.
males
accepts
Wald
between the ages 18 and 35
but said he has also trained
three women.
Training involves the
acceptance of suffering, pain
and humiliation while being
disciplined.
"Slaves" obedient
A "slave" totally obeys his
master and never talks
unless spoken to.
Wald said it takes about
iniee months to train a
"slave."

After a "slave" is trained,
he wears the collar of his
master until he is freed or
traded to another master.
is
an
The
collar
"engagement ring," according to Wald.
There is no blood or
marring of a "slave" during
training, according to Wald.
"I won’t accept a victim in
camp if he is marred, or send
one out that is marred," said
Wald.
Tattoo’s outlawed
Tattooing is also outlawed,
according to Wald, "because
that would be marring."
If a "slave" wants out, he
must make a written request
before Wald will okay it.
Wald also allows his slaves a
voice in any trades.
"I’m one of the few who do
it," said Wald.
Wald served three years as
a "slave" but he now is a
master and lives with his
main "slave," Bruce.
Wald has four "slaves"
that live down the hall from
him "and three are on the
other side," he said. All must
report to him in the morning.
Wald said the recent police
raid of a homosexual slave
auction in Los Angeles was
"the most asinine thing
Edward Davis (Los Angeles
Police Chief) has ever done.
It was just a charity raising
function."

Slates will debate today
A debate has been
scheduled by the Election
Board today from noon to
1:30 p.m. on the third level of
the Student Union.
The six executive slates
will be represented at the
debate with one spokesman
from each slate will be
allowed to speak.
Election board Chair-

woman Carol Devincenzi
will be the moderator.
Each slate will submit
three questions each to the
moderator prior to the
beginning of the debate.
These questions will be
asked of all the slate
spokespersons.
Each slate spokesperson
will be limited to a

maximum two minutes to
answer each question. The
moderator will act as timekeeper for the debate.
No questions from the
audience will be allowed.
Also,
each
slate
spokesperson will be given
three minutes at the
beginning of the debate for
introductions.

Spartan Week
ends Thursday
A spinoff of SJSU’s
traditional "Greek Week"
started with a plethora of
activities on tap through
Thursday night.
The new baby has been
christened "Spartan Week,"
and is jointly sponsored by
the campus fraternities and
dormitories.
"We want to try and get
the school together on this,"
said spokesman Brian Kost.
"Hopefully it will evolve into
the kind of event other
colleges
have’ Pioneer
Week’ at Chico State, for
instance.
"It may not get that kind of
response in the beginning,
but at least it’s a start."
Entry fees will be charged
for participation in various
games and activities, with
the money being donated to
the 1976 U.S. Olympic team.
According to Kost, San
Jose cheerleader "Krazy"
George Henderson has
agreed to serve as master of
ceremonies for the event.
Scheduled activities include a massive Earth Ball
contest tomorrow on the
Archery Field, a "Superstars" competition today
patterned after the ABC-TV

sports show and a dan
Thursday night in the dim,
commons.
Other games, activitir)
and raffles will also be ct
fered during the event.
"We just want everyone
go out and enjoy thed(
selves," Kost said in stir
ming up the week,
al
ri o

Jobs for grads,
ne
Information on gradua
schools and the job mark
for new graduates *
available through Cares,
Planning and Placemen ’
located in Building Q nes*
the Business Tower. Call 21
2816 for more informatio

7NE
RNRA,FENk
OREDKEN

440

Linda Hawkins
tells San Jose State
where to go.
Your official PSA
campus reps are
only doing their
jobs With more
California flights
than any other airline, PSA is ready
to take off any time
you are. Let PSA
give you a lift

a

Linda Hawkins
295-3241

^nd how to get there:

NOW
Complete Scientific Programmability from
Hewlett-Packard for $30 less than ever before.

But he added there is not
enough information yet in
the non-Soviet world to use it
as a medical diagnostic tool.
Poock was the featured
speech of the annual Spartan
Psychological Meeting.

Panel prefers Senate vote
on spy budget disclosure
Ii

WASHINGTON f AP
The Senate intelligence
committee voted today to let
the full Senate decide
whether to make public how
much this country spends on
spying.
The committee voted 6-5 to
let the Senate determine
whether to release publicly
the overall budget figure for
U.S. intelligence agencies.
The vote cafne shortly after
CIA Director George Bush

1

urged that the figure be kept
secret.
No indication was expected before Tuesday on
how soon the Senate would
act.
The committee voted only
hours before it planned to
make public its final report
on foreign and military
operations. At President
Ford’s request, the panel has
left the budget figure out of
the report.
The HP-25i just $165!

Step up to Famolare’s newest
fashion wave. A new higher
synchronized sole with
forward thrust, supple leather
uppers in walnut color.
Ask for "Also."

HEROLD’S DOWNTOWN: 60 S. FIRST ST.
open daily 930 5:30
also TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
& EASTRIDGE

Think of the HP-25 as
an electronic slide rule
you can program completely. The reason: It
solves repetitive problems
easily and quickly.
Here’s how. Switch to PROM.
Enter the keystrokes you need to solve
your problem once and then flip the PROM
switch to RUN. That’s it.The only thing you
have to do for each iteration from then on is
enter your variables and press the R/S (Run/
Stop) key. It’s that simple.
The result: Repetitive problems are no
longer a repetitive problem.
But that’s only part of the HP-25 story.
Here’s more. You can add to, check or edit
your programs at will. You can also write onesecond interruptions into your program in

case you want to note intermediate answers.
And because the keycodes of all prefixed
functions are merged, the 49-step program
memory can actually store up to 147 keystrokes. (How’s that for a memory capacity!)
What’s more, you can store numbers in eight
data registers and perform 72 preprogrammed
functions and operations (logs, trig, mean
deviations, rectangular-polar conversions,
summationsyou name it Not to mention
RPN logic; fixed decimal, scientific and
engineering notation; and much, much more.
In fact, if you wanted to know all the
HP-25 can do for you it would take a book.
But don’t worry, we’ve already written one
125 pages-worth just chock full of applications programs and problem solutions. Such
as Algebra and Number Theory. Numerical
Methods, Statistics even Games. In detail.

And don’t forget the best news. The
price.The HP-25 was an exceptional value at
$195. Right now it’s an out-and-out bargain
at $165!‘
The HP-25. There’s never been a calculator with this kind of capability at this kind
of a low price before, with HP’s name on it.
And you know what that means. Design,
performance and a back up support system
you just can’t get anywhere else.
The HP-25 is almost certainly available
at your college bookstore. If not. call
800.5384922. (In Calif. 800-6624862)
toll-free to find out the name of your nearest
dealer.
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